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Cowards

"To sin by silence when
they should protest. . ..

of

Men."
Abe Lincoln

NEWARK STATE COLLEGE, UNION, NEW JERSEY

Vol. X Number 29

NSC Reacts

"What the hell are we doing in Cambodia" That one phrase began
the widespread student activities held on Campus this past
Tuesday, Wednesday and today .

I Senator Clifford P. Case
Washington, D.C .
Dear Sir,
Enclosed please find 427
names of st udents and teachers
from Newark State College
who oppose President Nixon 's
use of American troops in
Cambodia. I apologize for the
condition you find these pages
in. The names were collected
during a brief period on Friday

which

was

more

of

a

sponta neous out -pouring than
an organized protest. Please
accept these names in the spirit
they were given: All the people
listed expressed deep co ncern
over the Preside nt's act io ns and
many voiced an opinion
opposed to the United States
total I ndo-China policy.
Peace,
Robert DiFerdinando

Students Slaughtered
in Ohio -Protest
Four students were murdered
when National Guardsmen fire d
into a crowd of demonstrators on
Kent State University campus on
Moncjay. May 4. Seven others
were wounded, three of them in
critical con dition , as a result of
the guard's attempt to disperse
the anti-Cambodia demonstration .
Accor d ing to information
obtained on Monday from the
Kent State student newspaper, the
students listed as dead on arrival
were AJlison Krause , age 19, from
Pittsburgh ; Jeffrey Glenn Miller,
20, from Plainview , N.Y .; and
Sandra Lee So hener, 20, from
Youngstown , Ohio and William K.
Schroeder, from Lorain , Ohio.
The names of the wounded were
not available.
The guards were su mmoned
because of a ruling by the
Governor of Ohio which makes
any type of political assemblage
illegal. The ruling was made in
reaction to several days of
violence that disrupted the
normally staid campus.

At
1 2:00 noon, 1500
protestors gathered on the Kent
State Common. When warnings
from the Police Department to
discontinue the demonstration
were ignored, the guards, under
Brig a der Gener al Robert
Canterbury, were sent in with tear
gas to dispel the crowd. The
demonstrators responded by
hurling the empty tear gas
canisters, as well as rocks, at the
guardsmen, for which they were
again tear gased. The students met
this secon d gasing with more
rocks.
At this point, an alleged sniper
was spotted on a dorm roof. A
reported sniper shot apparently
prompted the order from an
unknown source for the Guards to
line up and retaliate by shooting
into the crowd. Panic ensued two of the Guardsmen were later
treated for nervous shock.
The campus was ordered
closed, and numerous stud en ts
were bussed off campus.

In a spontaneous reaction to
Nixon 's announcement of the
U.S.'s deepening involvement in
Southeast Asia. i.e. his Cambodian
poli ~y, four students provided an
outlet for the legiti mate dissent
among NSC com munit y la st
Friday.
Ro bert D iferdin ando, Hugh
Mahon. Jay Ciobin. an d Larry
Guariglia had a table set up in the
hall of the College Center by noon
with a petition to be sent to the
U.S. Sena'te demanding that the
United States withdraw from
Cambodia. 427 signal ures were
received within th e three hour
period that the gro up was in
operation.
A separate petition receiving
well over 350 signalurc-s was sent
to die INDEPENDENT voicing
s imilar student and faculty
concern. A total of $6 1.50 was
collected at the table. $4S of
which was alloted for a full page
ad in this week's INDEPENDENT.
The remainder was reserve d to'
help cover mailing costs of a copy
of the petition and of the current
IND E PENDENT to each
Congressman and Senator.
Many of the people who signed
the petition also expresse d a
distate for our total involvement
in Southeast Asia.

Colleges
vs. Nixon

As of Monday more than 100
colleges and universities
confirmed that their students
would take part in a strike of
indefinate duration against the
expanding Indochina war.
Students, some fac ulty members
and administrative personnel will
levar thejr campuses to mobilize
public opinion to build a national
consensus against the war. The
strike leaders emphasized that this
is a strike involving all members of
the university community and
sho uld not be confused with a
student strike against the
universities.
A ssis ting in the national
coordination of the strike are
various groups such as the
National Student Association, the
Vietnam Moratorium Committee,
and The Student Mobilization
Committee to end the war in
Vietnam.
(Continued on Page 13)
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Tricky Dick's
Last Trick

b y Howard Du ff
With tactful! innuendos such as "We will never surrender," "We
will not be humiliated." and the one that always brings down the house
in the Blue Room , "We arc always ready for peace:· Tricky Dick Nixon
has pushed hi s country into what could be its long-awaited death
throws. Yes. his country, its not yours or mine anymore. What we want
doesn't mean anything. It 's his - and I for one am not ashamed to say
" let him have it." The time has come for blatent nationalism to be
flu shed down the toilet. No more will I consider myself a citizen of the
World.
Now. as a citizen of the world. I can step back and look at th is
problem of Cambodia from a diffe rcn t perspective. No longer can I say
•·my country, rigl11 or wrong," or "my coun try-wrong." I can sim ply
say "that country is righ t and that cou ntry is wrong," attaching no
nationalistic prejudices to my choice.
Cambodia what's the story?
Prince Sihanouk. the Cambodian leader for the last thrity years.
had been a semi-popular leader with hi s people. main taining Cambodia"s
neutrality by walking a tightrope between Communism and America.
He did not wan I to appear to lean toward one side. So when Vic i Cong
troops used Cambodia as a sanctuary. he sen t off heated telegrams to
Hanoi to protest the fac t, ap peasing the United States. On the other
hand. he would not let American troops 011 his so il. appeasing the
Communists. In this way, Sihanouk kept his country out of the war.
Th en. five weeks ago. the papers reported th e overthrow of
Sihanouk by a group of anti-Communists. The whole truth, which was
not reported (and never is in cases of American imperialism). was that
this small anti-Commun ist group was led by our Cl.A. who promised
them help with their revolution . Sihanouk, in China now. said just this
adding the obscration that he was depose d and this pro-American group
put in so the U.S. could invade his country. People passed it off as sour
grapes on Sihanouk's part. A week later. and again a week after that. he
again stated the same thing. Aga in . just sour grapes.
·
Then came Nixon's decision to invade and Sil1anouk was proven
right. But a few deve lopments that were not expected to happen ·have
made America: a position quite precarious. The puppet regime America
set up doesn't want American help. they'd rather do it themselves. The
government has protested U1is invasion (oh excuse me Dick) ... this
operation. (You sec. Nixon said that this is not an invasion. I must be
led to believe then. if this is not an invasion , Americans are over there
to set up a few Gino's hamburger joints). American troops are now in
another country that doesn 't want them .
What about the future? Well , for one thing, it.s almost sure that
Sihanouk will come back. his popularity skyrocketing, and raise a
tremendous people's army. The result of this will be a defe at for the
U.S. on the battlefield, with many more lives given for American
imperialism - which, while fought for under the guise of democracy.
may properly be called fascism.
Who will b(. the loser in the end? It won't be Ameri ca. The real
losers will be (and have been) the people of Southeast Asia an d of all
the other countries oppressed by America.
Listen Dick, I don't know if you'll ever come within twenty miles
of this paper, but let it be known to you thaqhe game is just about up.
Yo u've overplayed your hand. It may come ,by revolution or it may
come from internal decomposition, but no matte.~ how, it's coming. I
hope the people of America have enough foresight ·to not try and set up
anymore attempts at govern ment at all.
"Call out the border guard
.
the Kingdom is crumbling;
the King is in the counting-house
laughing and stumbling.
His armies are exten ded
Way beyond the shore
As he sends your lovely boys to die
In a far-off jungle war."
From "The American Eagle Tragedy"

some
On Friday, May
teachers signed their names to
Military Policy in Cambodia.

a

students and several
statement on American

The Statement simply read:

Get Out of Cambodia

Th e statement is addressed to the United State's
Government and represents a protest to the spreading of the
insanities perpetrated on the people of lndo-China in the
Name of Freedom.
President Nixon :

"Get Us Out of Cambodia"
The names are:
R. D iGerdinando* D. Masessa
J. Cioban
D. Ya niro
J. Deru art
L. Guanglia
L. Samadovitz
B. Ballinger
W. R. Brown
S. Barbara
S. Welch
A. Sehaenberg
C.
Woolley .
H. B. Gerstenfelp
S. Stein
B. Bednarczyk
P. De Pinto
T. Levi
J. Wrublewski
S. Kral
P. Smith
G. Acevedo
D. Raiffe
U. Bernheim
R. Glover
K. Carroll
C. Eiseman
E. Rispo
S. Katz
M. Paglia
J. La Broth
L. Sito
B. Cohn
S. Hawe
C. Bernaiducci
L. I. Meise
I. Brignola
N. Di Dsuieto
L. Brennik
D. Marown
S. Wasko
B. Principal
S. Mantegna
F. Anello
J. Villa
S. Verger
D. Manley
P. Schreiner
J. Keaveney
D. Whl
J. Garry
S. Furia
S. Nyg
D. Schveaz
M. Prosperi
L. Noerpel
J. H. Brede
E. Hajjar
G. Lerrus
J. Bolotin
B. Schierer
K . Shealin
J. Stier
B. Cohen
R. M. Paolercio
M. Smith
M. Bender
D. Thomas
L. Frank
B. Paterek
M. Napurano
G. J. Dewrlas
H. Clark
K. Golda
D. Pizzano
B. Kalas
P. Tirone
J. Coffill
A. Wahl
J. Pietnangelo
S. Schiffman
P. Frank
I. Lekich
E. Giordane
I. Scheriani
S. Pinkus
D. Mongiello
R. Hausen
M. C. Fiumara
J. Flauerty
M. Shuhala
L. Lessa
J. Magliaio
M. Kovacs
M. Mc Darby
E. Babulski
K. White
J. Fusey
C. Papiruik
L. Tuforo
S. R. Ziccardi
A. La Pier
E. J. Poteel Jr.
B. De Matteo
A. J. Misko
J. Teague

S. Wereinan
L. Griscione
R. Rogers
L. Alligood
N. Merlvia
S. Schultz
L. R osenbreger
D. Baubalos
G. Larkin
L. Kenndy
R. Linken
J. Neill
C. E. McNally
E. Sharkey
R. Barone
J. Grzylowski
D. M. Walrh
J. D. Smith
L. Wolf
M. White
L. Patito
J. Saprano
G. Whitliegh
R. Dwaitwood
M. Cohn
W. E. Corrisyr
B. Giordano
S. P. Iannacone
W. Wooten Jr.
T. A. Dequt is
S. Ells
J. Royal
R. Hall
D. W. Jones
E. Meigetz
B. Duncan
M. Beckerman
J. Zupko
C. Guettel
J. Sciarrillo
E. Bernsti
J. Pulrangelo
D. Mertz
M. Christofis
R. Stone
B. Leblein
A. Gerardi
M. Garlitos
I. Drzaszcz
L. Lynnik
J. Coleridge
J. Ortner
E. Griffin

J. Banyas
J. Mo ran
J. Olsyeruski
S. Bellows
R. Guzzo
K. Habian
L. Fano
J. McShaw
M. Alickner
H. Yardley
H. Goodwin
F. Burns
B. Walsh
R. Siegel
D. Schmincke
M. Worosilo
E. Fixler
L. Ruglio
L. Duccuralle
W. Reynolds
M. Schiavo
J. Minsiaki
E. Hudak
F. Lipuma
J. Ross
J. Bibona
A. Brock
G. Joskovich
M. Nowacki
S. Band
B. McDonald
V . Fiorenga
J. Staniak
A. Spiga
S. Hastarm
D. Whitley
T. Biggiani
A. Lieb
L. Hackett
H.Duff
M. Kennedy
J. Goeb
K. Steudel
J. Mack
E. Naha
D. Monessen
B. Bali
B. Rellio
H. Sherman
M. Ritter
F. Klinger
S. Omert
M. Israel

C. Battist a
D. Letbe
C. DeFart
S. Williams
G. Mirgo
F. DelGuercio
A . Pina
J. Zavaglia
M. Reilly
S. Norwood
E. Moczydlowski
S. Reff
L. Patterson
E. Garshgo

L. D imichino
M. Pirone
B. McSweeney
A. Montuello
S. Bybak
J. Fybuuzy
D. Lynch
B. Skarbek

S. Zisko
B. Sapinkoff

D. Buhimore
J. Mancuso

B. Laudau
C. Farkas
W. Joehning
P. Vittiello
R. Byines
J. Lamparshy
J. Giambanco
J. Zaleski
C. Robbie
G. Connelly
T . F iravant
J, Palaii
B. Sankner
R. Rak
D. Farmer
R. Hall
R. Engla
J. Schnilibe
C. Cloyd
I. Nauzoko
R. Rice
B. Conlan
D. Sepe
G. Raudonis
J. Burns
D. Rivera
L. Wolfe
H. Jackson
L. G ialanel la
D. Sabia
G. Vicari
F. Sheppard
A . Gardner
D. Herold
L. Frank

C. Weltes

R. Nidiols
S. Kinnan

C. Welschko

I. Schwartz
J. Licata
T. O'Donnell
J. Lysko Jr.
R. Gagliano

M. T omaszewicz
D. Kittredge
Y. Zista
G. Raudonis
J. Burns
A. Bogusi
D. Ventrallo
R. Skorton
S. G. Garci
S. Byrne
S. Mahon
D. Pierre
M. Magliaro
C. Zuk
M. Walsh
J. Zirko
G. Juper
D. Leggier
M. Kolina
S. Powell
A. Harcar
P. Leggier
P. Barton
P. Hill
B. F. Prince Jr.
P. Thamas
S. Ochse
J. Litwin
K. Ryan
M. Mandrillo

L. Leto
M. Carter

C. Binke
K. B. Alton
8. Shutz

*Names were transcribed,from written signatures, thats why some of the names are spelled incorrectly.

L. Duddy
A. Celz
M. Kanzeljak
C. Cadenatows (?)
M. Mangone
S. Kaufman
L. Scelgo
A. Pep
R. Hedition
S. P. Stannes
R. M. Stannes
G. Corso
J.C. Kocin
D. Goldherg
W. Marrison
V. Moods
R. Dousfric
E. Lataro
H. Mahou
M. Fettweis
C. O'Donnell
C. Hoesel
A. Fieth
S. Walsh
E. Schaefer
K . Greeley
R. Robertson
R. Hofsmith
L. Pierro
D. Rosner
M. Mayukhi
R. Torino
K. Copetta
S. Hurwitz
D. La Monaco
T. Dei
F. Liber
G. Decarolis
S. Spiro
K. Wilson
C. Behrens
L Hamara
M. A. Leidel!
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ACTION
"Our . . . choice is to go to the heart of
the trouble. That means cleaning out major
North Vietnamese and Viet Cong
occupied sanctuaries which serve as bases for
attacks on both Cambodia and American
and South Vietnam . . .. Tonight , American
and South Vietnamese units will attack the
headquarters for the entire Communist
military operation in South Vietnam."

TIME LIMIT
"This is not an invasion of Cambodia.
The areas in which these attacks will be
launched are completely occupied and
controlled by North Vietnamese forces. Our
purpose is not to occupy the areas. Once
enemy forces are driven out of these
sanctuaries and their military supp lies
destroyed , we will withdraw."

ARMS AID TO CAMBODIA
"With other nations, we shall do our best
to provide the small arms and other
equipment which the Cambodian army
needs and can use now for its defense. The
aid we will provide will be limited to the
purpose of enabling Cambodia to defend its
neutrality - not for the purpose of making
it an active beligerent on one side or the
other."

NEGOTIATIONS
"The time came long ago to end this war
through peaceful negotiations. We stand
ready for those negotiations. We have made
major efforts, many of which must remain
secret. All the offers and approaches made
previously remain on the conference table
whenever Hanoi is ready to negotiate
seriously. "

WARNING
"This action puts the leaders of North
Vietnam on notice that we will be patient in
working for peace, we will be conciliatory at
the conference table, but we will not be
humiliated. We will not be defeated. We will
not allow American men by the thousands
to be killed by an enemy from privileged
sanctuaries ... If the enemy response to our
most conciliatory offers for peaceful
negotiation continues to. be to increase its
attacks and humiliate and defeat us, we shall
react accordingly."

POLITICS
''I have

rejected all political_
considerations in making this decision ... whether I may be a one-term President is
insignificant compared to whether by our
failure to act in this crisis, the United States
proves itself to be unworthy to lead the
forces of freedom in this critical period. I
would rather be a one-term President than
be a two-term President at the cost of seeing
America become a second-rate power and
see this nation accept the first defeat in its
proud 190-year history."

Page 4
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Sound And Fury .
"Trull cannot be JoxceJ blf' m•st ~ aUowed to plad

/or~/."

.R.e gistration
Ease?

The Stage Is Set
The follo11 1inµ, i.~ w1 ,•dilorial 1mi1um•<i h_y colfow• editor.~ from
V(I riou.~
,·,1rn1J11.~ 11.,•w.~1mp<!rs of th,• l .'nill!<l Sl"ks.
Conlrilwlor .~ ar<!: U u twir \
Daily Pargum , Daily
Pennsylvanian, Harvard Crimson, Daily Princeton, Daily
Darmouth, Umwn Daily Herald, Urinnwr<!-llav,!rford News,
Sam/, l,flwninc<! News, <:o/11ml1ia Spectator <:omcll Daily
Sun.
President Nixon's unwarranted illegal decision to send
American combat forces into Cambodia ,rnd to resume the
bombing or North Vietnam demands militant. immediate and
continual opposition from all Amcricc:1ns.
Through his unilateral executive move the President has
placed our country in a state of emergency, he has ignored
the constitutional provocations of Congress and has revealed
the sham of his policy of Vietnamization. The policy of inn er
logic demands that we escalate the war to enable American
troops to withdraw. He has demonstrated foreign policy still
dictates the necessity to sacrifice American lives, to ravish
independent countries · and to squander our resources and
energies.
The President has tragically misgauged the mood of the
country. The anti-war movement which has marched and
protested for years in vain effort to reverse the US role in
South East Asia has finally regenerated in new and greater
numbers. With Nixon's lies finally exposed the immorality
and hypocrisy or our government actions have been revealed
for all to sec. The need for action has never been so great nor
so urgent. W1:. therefore call on the entire academic
community of this country to engage in a nation wide
university strike. We must cease business as usual in order to
allow universities to lead and join in a collective strike to
protest American escalation of the war.
We do not call for a strike of students against the
University but a strike by t hl' en tire un ivcrsity. faculty,
student body. staff and administrators alike.
The reason for s uch a strike are manifold: first it is a
dramatic symbol to corrupt a immoral war. It demonstrates
clearly our priorities for the significance of classes and
exami nations pales before the great problems outside the
class. Overman:·, that recognize the fact that within the
society sopcrmea tcd in unequality immorality and
destruction a classroom education becomes a meaningless and
hollow exercise .
But the necessity for a strike extends far beyond these
reasons. The strike is necessary to free the academic
community from activities of secondary importance and to
open it up to its primary task or building renewed opposition
to the war. It is necessary to permit the academic community
to first so lidify its own opposition and to then act
immediately to extend this opposition beyond the campus.
We ask the entire academic community to use this
opportunity to go to the people and to bring home to the
entire nation the meani ng of the Presidl'nt's action. A massive
unprecedented display of dissent is requ ired .
We urge that this strike be directed to bring about the
following changes: I) an immediate withdrawal of all
American forces from South East Asia 2) passages or that
amendment of the Senates military apparations bill to deny
all air for our military and political adventures in South East
Asia 3) the mobilization of public support for anti-war
candidates in the upcoming primaries and general e lections.
4) the end of political repression at home, in particularly the
governments systematic attempts to eliminate the Black
Panther Party and other political dissenents 5) a re-allocation
of American resources from military involvements abroad to
domestic problems. In particular. the problems of
bel eaquered cities and 6) the building of suppo rt for a
massive demonstration in Washington, D.C. on May 9 to
bring to the nations capital , in unprecedented, numbers our
opposition .
The stage has been set, the issues clearly drawn. the
need apparent. It is now time to act.

To the Edi tor :
If any of the intellectuals at
Newark Stale thought before they
acted, the damn school would
collapse!
An example in point is the new
registration rigmarole that they
put the students through . If the
system cannot be perfected before
it is sent out for public use , then
the system should be scrapped!
Car makers. take note!
As it affected me, the
registration system shows total
incompetancy on the part of the
''.intellectuals."
How many damn places must
go to in order to locate his
materials? For me. it took two
hours and numerous treks across
"State's" plush campus to find
mv materials.
To add a historica l backdrop to
this carnival of errors. let me tell
you of my history inside these ivy
halls. I was first admitted as a
General Elementary Edu cat ion
major (couldn't stand it, was
bored to no end). later went to
Social Welfare (biggest joke on
campus). then later switched to
English Education (happiness at
last for a poor orphan boy who
couldn ' t find a home in any other
departments). This brings us to
the prescn I.
When I went to pick up tny
registration materials. I r irst went
to the English Ed. Department
They didn't have it! Went to
Social Welfare (my previous
major).
they didn't have it!
Then went to the registrar - they
didn't have it! Went to Academic
Advisement
they didn't have ii!
Went back to Registrar - yep. no
dice . Went to Elementary Ed for
ii - no go! Went back to Registrar
- need I say it'! Finally went to
Elementary Ed - they had it. but
rnuldn't find it before due to
"lack
understanding!"
If the system doesn't work don't use it. If the system is
imperfect, fix the necessary gears
- either repair them or get new
machinery .
A.N . Malawka

or

Wise Up!
To the Editor
Newark State has a reputation
for being apathetic - except when
it comes to hair. Recently there
were seven (7) letters written in
retort to one (I) favoring short
hair. On the same page there were
two (2) letters about Earth Day.
Despite your views on long vs.
short hair, I ask you - Which is
more relevant to today's society,
hair or polfu lion? I think you
people should stop worrying
about a trivial thing - such as
someone having a different view
than your own and start using
your energy to clean up the
world. Wise up!
Stephanie Modolo
. Classof'73

Hey, M.H.- .
I'm afraid your letter of April
30 made you more enemies than
converts. In your next letter I
suggest you be a little less
self-righteous, pay attention to
the facts of the matter, stop
calling names, and try to refrain
from calling on God to deal your
foes a low blow .
Love ,
Rock in' Bob '71
Robert DiFerinardo

Thou Shalt
Not Steal
To the editors:
Stealing is one of the lowest
things one person can do to
another - stealing an artist's work
is even lower. This year many
things have been stolen from
student exhibits (especially
pottery). I don't think that thiefs
think too much about what
they're doing, they just see
something they like . and take it.
What they don't realize is that
when an artist creates something
he puts a little of himself into it ,
(also a lot of time) and when it is
stolen or damaged he is hurt. It
makes him sad to have to realize
that with all this talk of loving
your brother, there are still kinds
(Continued on Page 13)
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Passes Gavel
To ·Litchenstein
Student Council to officially
condemn President Nixon's
committment to Cambodia. The
motion was tabled until the
following meeting to give the
members time to research the
issue and consult their fellow
students.
A student petition to pressure
the Registrar into providing
adequate day school enrollment in
Intercession was also supported.
The petition requests that at least
one third of the available seats be
reserved for day school students
who need these credits to remain
in school.

by Dave M . Walsh
The reigns of leadership were
symbolically transferred from
William Loehning to the newly

elected
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Student Organizational

President David Lichtenstein at
last Friday 's meeting.
In his farewell speech to the
Council over which he presided
this year, Mr. Loehning expressed
his personal gratitude to those
executive board members who
have aided him.
Mr. Loehning also reviewed the
pr o blem s that presented
themselves during the year. He
ci ted the inability of some
Council members to assume their
de legate d responsibilities as
represen tatives and committee
members.
On an optimistic note, Mr.
Loehning described the gradual
break-down of apathy among
students from all areas of college
The successful mixture of the
life . He stated "Fraternity NSC Wome n's Chorus, Mixed
members have run Newark State Chorus, and Brass Ensemble that
College in past years basically made its debut on the occasion of
because there was no one else their Christmas concert, will
either willing or able to do so. I ap pear again on Friday, May 8th,
see grea t hope for this college now at 8:30 p.m. on campus, at the
that oth~r students have final ly Little Theatre. The Women's
emerged fro m their apathy to Chorus will sing com positions
assume an active role in student ranging from the Renaissance,
affai rs."
represented with works by Di
After receiving a sta nding Lasso and Morley , to the
ovation, the former president contemporaries Bartok, Copland,
expressed his confidence in Dave Poulenc, and four numbers by the
Lichtenstein to carry on the conductor of the Women' s
progress of Student Organization Ch O r u s, Prof. Mich a e I

Concerts
Coming

and challenged the newly elected _Montgomery -

Council to work effectively for
student concerns.
The new President, Dave
Lichtenstein, then spoke on the
changing realities of student
governance and the ever increasing
need for active student
participation. He also asked that
all factions unite and work for the
betterment of Newark State
College rather than their
individual or group interests.
After Mr. Lichtenstein called
his first meeting to order, new
business was introduced for the

-

On the Brass Ensemble portion
of the program, conducted by
Prof. Tom Herron, the same
spread - from the 16th through
2 0 th centuries
will be
represented in the performance of
theworksbySusato,Gabrieli, and
the con temporary American,
Kroeger.
The featured work on the
evening's program will be Randall
Thompson's The Last Words of
David, sung by the Mixed Chorus
und e r the direction of its
conductor, Prof. J ames Cullen.

CASH
Yo u get up to 50% of o riginal price

for
ALL Your Saleable Books

Just everyone who sees your eyes in beautiful
bloom with Maybelline Daffodil eye shadow!
One of three exciting shadow bouquets Daffodil , Peach Blossom, Pink Peony - in
the Maybelline Blooming Colors collections.
Just blend, shade, and shape using two soft
petal colors, highlighter, and the contour shade in
every compact. Try them all - Daffodil eyes,
Peach Blossom eyes, and Pink Peony eyes.
Be blooming beautiful! Only $2.

MONDAY, MAY 25
~

·--. . . .

.

TUESDAY, MA Y: -26
\

BOOK & SUPPLY STORE
Open 9
The li~t In eye make-up, yel Hnaibly prlc-.cl.

7 Weekdays
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by Howard Duff
Get this - Picture if you will, Drew University auditorium ,
packed , (l mean packed!) with people , each of whom paid about $3.00
a head to get in. Now picture me and a bunch of freaks walking up to
the door , opening that door , walking through another door , walking
down the middle aisle and sitting about twenty feet from the stage for free! For FREE , man! Nobody said a word to us. The ushers just
smiled and let us pass. Now THAT'S unbelievable!
But back to the show - (we didn' t go just to see if we could get
in free), we went to see Mountain. Mountain (Leslie West, guitar ; Felix
Papalvdi, bass; Corky Lang, drums ; Steve Knight , organ) , to me, was
another of those " heavy" groups that seem to be in the money today ; a
little better than most, but not outstanding. I was pleasantly surprised
to find that Mountain was not an offensive amalgamation of noise, but
a group who not only were tight, excellent musicians, but exuded that
spirit that few groups do anymore - that spirit that makes you grin and
clap your hands and move your body - without feeling stupid about it.
West is a gas to watch. A 375 lb . beast with that little Gibson
guitar. He and Papalavdi engage in a kind of conversation during
musical breaks. When West does a riff, he moves his mouth to emulate
the notes, adding body accentuations that would make an acting school
graduate feel dumb. The same happens with Felix. Just imagine these
two guys up there; one 375 lbs. and the other looking about 25 ounces,
"talking" to each other like that. Sick, man.
Noticable characteristics of the group wer·e: Corky Lang's
drumming being tight and expressive, West & Papalavdi doing excellent
things both musically and vocally, and not being able to hear Steve
Knight, which was just as well, because when l did hear him, he was off.
1
It's a good think West & Papalavdi play so loud.
An hour and a q uarter set, three encores (" Mississippi Queen"
throwi ng the crowd into an o rgiastic spasm), and I was left with a big
grin, reverberatio ns of good music in my ears, and my mo ney . That's
cool.

Leslie West of "Mountain"

Classified Ads
Personal to R. Fyne; friend and
foe: Bo n voy age and many h appy
sed uctions on yo ur trip ... wa tch
those maternity suits from
desperate fema les . . . (we
wouldn' t want you to get hooked
now after you've resisted the
dutches of marriage this long ).
S.S.

WANTED*
I Lead Guitarist
1 Bass Guitarist
I Organist
*M ust have own equ ipmen t
Contact : J im Marcin o MB No .
448 or Mike White MB No. 338

APARTMENT
BORDERING NSC'

WAN T E D :
C'o nserva t ive
appearing male for sh aring a 3
bedroom apar tment with two
other guys. Must no t smoke or
make noise due to conservative
land lady. $30 per month . Call
353-6830 after 6PM .

Gi rl need Roommate
for Apar tment
354-85 17

~
@ffflrJcw

@c§J@I?
Even bathing every day
can't stop it.
Feminine odor starts internally, and no amount of bathing can remove it. Soap and
water simply can't reach the
area where the odor starts.
That's the reason you need
Norformss . . . the second deodarant!" These tiny internal suppositories kill germs-stop odor
effectively yet safely. In fact,gentle, doctor-tested Norforms are
so safe and easy to use, you can
use them as often as necessary.
No bath or shower can give
you Norforms' protection. Get
Norforms, and you'll feel secure and odorfree for hours.

Summer Jobs

The second deodm-ant.

Earn $2, $3, $4,000

with
AMERICAN FORESIGHT
15 branch off ices
on East Coast
Sales Marketing Positions

Interviews held 11 AM , 1 & 2
PM in Town Room - Town &
Campus May 12.

r;~;;.~;;~~;-;.-;:;;.-;K-,
plu1 Informati ve booklet! Write: I

I

I
I
I

I
I

Norwich Pharmacal Co., Dept. CN,
Norwich, N.Y., lJalS. ~nclooe 2~

I
I.

s,..,,

I

for malll111, bandit.,..)
N, _ _ _ _ _ _ _
0ty

I

r

I
. .
..
I
11
I
I 5""ttP.,n'r forpr your sip code.
'
~
L -33-0SA
- - - - - - - ...~--.J

If you ' re tired of using
two or more separate so•
lutions to take care of
your contact lenses, we
have the solution. It's
Lensine the all-purpose
lens solution for com plete contact lens carepreparing, clean ing, and
soaking. ■ Just a drop or
two of Lensine before you
insert your contacts coats
and lubricates the lens
surface making it smooth•
er and non-irritating.
Cleaning your contacts
with Lensine retards the
buildup of foreign de posits on the lenses. ■
Lensine is sterile , self·
sanitizing, and antiseptic making it ideal for
storage of your lenses
between wearing periods.
And you get a removable
storage case on the bot•
tom of every bottle, a

Lensine exclusive for Bacteria cannot grow in
proper lens hygiene. ■ It Lensine. ■ Caring for con has been demonstrated tact lenses can be as convenient as wearing them
with Lensine, from the

Murine Company, Inc.

that improper storage
between wearings may
result in the growth of
bacteria on the lenses.
Th is isa sure cause of eye
irritation and could seriously endanger vision.
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·Litchenstein Sets 70-71 Goals
by Betty Wetzler
David S. Lichtenstein,
president of Student
Organization, outlined his basic
goals and priorities for his
1970-71 administration. Mr.
Lichtenstein will concentrate on
three main areas of concern to life
at Newark State as well as several
specific ones. The first of these
centers around involvement. Mr.
Lichtenstein feels it is time for
Student Org "to go to the people
and give them reasons to get
involved." He cited the example
of the Student Org information
table in the Snack Bar as one way
to inform the students of Student
Org activities and operations. He
also encouraged students to fill

out the applications found at the
table for membership or
chairmanship on the varous
Student Org. committees. Mr.
Lichtenstein said, " With this as a
starting point , it is possible to say
we may get three hundred more
students involved."
Besides ,having Student Org.
"go out to the students", Mr.
Lichtenstein expressed his second
goal as that of having Newark
State become not merely an
institution of faculty, students,
and administration , but become
more of a community - unified
and cooperating "having equal
appraisals of each other."
The final main goal takes in the
"one college concept" which

would combine the Newark State representation, you have to realize
day school with the night school. it means more than just the
Mr. Lichtenstein sees a move such members ; the type and quality
as this as an advantage to the student on committees is most
working students if there were not important. "
Next, Mr. Lichtenstein feels
separation between day and
that as the college matures, more
evening classes as exists now.
Of the many specific student responsibility should be placed on
Org. hopes to accomplish, Mr. the students. He cited this
Lichtenstein stressed a desire for example : "The Liberal Arts
course must be .made more
greater student participation not only having greater numbers relevent. If a student in this field
involved, but also the ability of has a 2.9 or 3.0 cum. by the end
those involved to have greater of his junior year, he should be
impact on the decision-making allowed to go on independent
processes of Newark State. Mr. study." He also plans to work for
Lichtenstein believes this step is Jess required courses and more
closely related with the concept optional courses to "provide
of the college as a community. He academic freedom for the
stated, "Wh en you talk of student student."

Mr. Lichtenstein then proposed
his final goal which dealt with
Newark State College in relation
to the surrounding COQ1munities
and the pollution problem. He
advocated the eventual conversion
of Newark State from a primarily
commuting college to a resident
college. He sees this as a definite
aid toward eliminating the
pollution problem, as well as
feeling that the on-campus
environment creates a more
academic tone and lessens the
ever-pressing , ever-growing
parking problem. He stated: "I
think the college must have more
dormitories and become less of a
commuting college. Since cars are
a major factor in pollution , I hope
that by 1975 , Newark State
College would· see Jess cars on
campus, and that the 1975
incoming freshman class wil1 be
able to take advantage of
expanded on-campus living
facilities."

Society
Inducts
3

You own the sun
Child of Aquarius. Sun worshiper . ..
Coppertone takes you back to nature with a
deeper, darker, riche r tan ... faster.
And there's a Coppertone tan that's just
naturally right for you. Eleven fabulous
blends. Make Coppertone a part of
your bag . .. beach
bag, that is.

P. 5./Fo r a totally different sun
experience try new Coppertone
Tanning Butter (cocoa butter and
coconut oil). Wild!

by Ina White
Twenty-seven students were
inducted as the first members of
Lambda Alpha Sigma, the
newly-formed Liberal Arts and
Sciences Honor Society at a
formal induct ion ceremony,
Thursday, May 7, in Downes Hall .
Dr. Nathan Weiss, President of
the college and Dr. Irving
Luscombe, Ch airman of the
Liberal Arts an d Sciences
De partrnent spoke to the new
member s a nd letters of
recognition were prese nted . Mrs.
Dorothy Goldberg. advisor to the
society also assisted in the
ceremony.
The inductees include: Sherry
Kops, Georgia Howell, Mary
Stuehler, Kenneth Sheinbaum.
Gerard Bentryn , Marilyn Dobb.
Peter Dunn , Norma Edreira,
Margaret Dukes, Mar yanna
Onuska; Cynthia Kaiser, Elizabeth
Stein , Doreen Dudek an d George
Zanias, all seniors also; Evan
Garrison , Robert Krupnik. Marie
Kanceljak, Richard Carney , Lit us
Inyang, John Majewski. Kathryn
Yarnell , Ckoebell H arder,
Dominic Sakowski, Ina White,
Louis Capasso and Courte
Voorhees, juniors.
The Society, which was formed
to extend recognition for high
academic achievement will be
open to junior and senior Liberal
Arts and Science majors who
establisq✓ a cumulative grade point
average ·-of 3.45 or better. The
members ._of the society also hope
· to encourage the high academic
performance of students; help to
create a very strong intellectual
atmosphere at the college , and to
bring academic problems and
suggestions to the attention of the
college community.
Officers of the society were
e lected at the induction
ceremony.
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by Ed Naha
Billy Brew brushed his
razor-cut Buster Brow, J eff Beck,
mod, outtasite hair down on his
mod , outtasite head . Suavely he
manuvered his Remington super
hubba-hubba safety electric razor
around his checker side-burns and
his crayola moustache . Tonight
was the last b ig "Free Brew"
party before final exams and he
knew that if he was going to make
an impression on that nifty blond
girl, tonight had to be the night.
Dashingly dressed in tie-dyed
armor he lept into his Volkswagon
(automatic shift) and roared down
to the hop-hall.
Billy surveyed the scene. He
was surrounded by the other mod ,
outlandish guys who were dyed
the same as he. (Curses! They all
must have seen the latest issue of
Playb oy !) Suddenly, Billy's heart
lurched. There , standing across
the room, was his blond, buxom ,
beautiful thrill. With the ski ll and
_ grace of a ruptured duck, young
Brew soon maneuvered himself
directly by her side.
" Hell o baybec", he said
hand some ly.
The you ng vestal virgin smiled
demurely. blinked her ten foot
eyelashes, (which ca used a gust of
wind that toppled over three
tables and so me fat kid named
Mel) and said "my name is Ruth
Swab. I'm un-escorted. Yes. I
would. I'm thirsty. Why don't you
get me a drink.''
Billy was ecstatic. He loved
girls that played hard to get. After
getting · Ruth a drink ( " Here's
your drink, Ruth") , Brew of the
nimble wits hatched upon a
scheme to win the hand (and
other body areas) of his princess.
He would prove his man-hood by
drinking everyone in the hall
under a table.
The cheap rock and roll band
hired for the night was playing
"Louie Louie" on their Tokyo
Rose equipment. By the time they
reached the third from the last
"Lowah Lowah" gargantuan
gulleted Billy surveyed the
battlefield. He had won. No one
was left.

punched his stomach furiously.
"Come on! Come on!" he
pleaded.

BAAAAAAARF
That was thre~ to 0, (that last
one was a biggy ). Billy ate the
sawdust on the flo or. He thought
of dirty jokes. Still, he couldn't
throw up. "Come on," he
whispered , "a little barfo for
daddy."

BAAAAARF

Heaving a belch, Billy Brew
lumbered over to his q ueen . '.' Ah
hash wun." he announced
proudly. "Today lyamaman!"
Suddenly the doors burst open,
and horrified Bill y turned around
to stare direct ly into the fierce
navel of that legendary figure of
all beer parties . . . the infamous
Captain Barf!
"It's the infamous Captain
Barf!" Ruth wept.
" I am the infamous Captain
Barf', announced the infamous
Captain Barf.
"! sh theinfumuzCaptunbarsh ."
shed ... said Bil ly.
At once Billy Brew knew that
his victory over free brew guzzling
was going to be challanged by the
in . . . you know. And young
tie-dyed was not about to wait for
the challange. Grabbing the
customary beer pitcher he
climbed up the Captain and struck
him across the cheek in the
pre-o rdained knightly manner.
The Captail) smiled as he pick~d
the glass splinters from his face.
The contest had begun. The ba-nd
played "ln-A-Gadda-Da-Vida" as
if by cue.
And so they drank . For one
hour, two hours, three hours,
twelve hours, six days! At the end
of the six th day, the Captain
admitted defeat. "You shurl fan
brink a deer," he moaned
clutching his vitals. Billy smiled,
realizing he had vanquished his
foe and won his lady (Who was
still weeping the corner, "It's the
infamous Captain Barf."
Presently , Billy's victory was
short lived however. The Captain's
body lurched back and forth. It
rumbled and shook up and down .
Suddenly the Captain's eyes lit
up, his throat quivered and
then ... "BAAARF!"
"So that's how he got his
name." Billy mused . Then, the
shock recognition set in , "He's
trying to impress my girl by
having a barf-contest! Why that's
not fair!"

Four to one. Billy stuck his
finer down his throat, but to no
avail. Then he casually caught a
glimpse of Ruth in the corner. Her
teased hair had fallen . He make-up
had worn away. Her personality
had dropped a lot. For the first
time Billy saw the real Ruth. His
eyes widened with horror.
"Raaaaaaaaaalph"
His body spun around in a
vicious circle.
''Raaaaaaagaraaaaalph''
The building shook at the
found a lions.
"RoooooooowJr'
Billy's body turned inside out
j ust as the building was about to
collapse.
" Rakakhaaagahgahgoh !"
There was a huge rumb le, then,
there was nothing left but deb ris.
Ambulance men and janitors
eq uipped with pail and sawdust
examining the area later agreed.
The text ure and amo un t was near
art. This indeed had been Billy's
finest hour.

Wizard

to Visit
The Newark State College
Theatre Guild will present its
workshop production of "The
Wizard of Oz" on Sunday, May JO
in the Little Theatre, located in
the College Center on the Union
campus. There will be three
performances, 11 :00 a.m., I :00
and 3:00 p.m ., geared to children
ages 3-12. The original movie

Really That Strange?
by Sue Crinsoli
Running for an office ,
especially one such as Student
Council where the number of
candidates greatly exceeds the
number of available sea ts, is o ne
of the most difficult , most trying
aspects of the election for every
one in the college, candidate and
voter alike. The ca ndid ate is
admonished to speak directly to
all his constitutants, yet this is not
only difficult, but nearly
impossible in a class of the size of
ours {there are 1, 123 freshmen).
However , the candidate needs the
support of his classmates to get
into office. I had tried to meet
some of my classmates on April 7 ,
and again on April 14 and 15. I
had tried to acquaint people r
know with my candidacy and my
hopes for next year, but even this
was hard. Others knew me as Sue,
but my last name and the fact
that I was running for Council
were unk nown to them. They
knew my qualifications but they
didn't know that Sue Cringoli on
the ballot was me. My election
depended on these people and on
people like them and I had to let
them know me. If stand ing in
front of the Stude nt Center was
the way to do it this then I must
do it. For the people I knew I
stenciled a sheet with my name on
it; for those ·1 didn't know I wrote
a letter introducing myself and
explaining my qualifications. If
Mr. Ozirnik did not receive o ne of
these then I apologize.

government, but I would have
become involved in some other
way had I lost the election. I want
to make our new administration
work for the students, all of them.
The friction s between fraternities,
sororities, independents, blacks,
whites, "mods" and "straights",
liberals and reactionaries have
kept the Student Org from being
what its Constitution has said it
is: "government by the students,
for the students." Student Org is

Ther e mu st be s o me
explanatio n fo r all this . . . there
is. You see, this seat means a lot
to me. I feel that it is on Council
that I can most effectively
contrib ute to Newark State's

awav. Tampax tampons are so
eas\} to use. Yes, even the first
tim e. Just follow the instruc-

(Continued on Page 11)

What's
your

excuse?
You could have gone water skiing _or swimming or to a dance
at night. Instead you've spent
the entire day moping around
the h ouse feeling sorry for
you rself. An d wh y? Just because it was one of those difficult times? How sillg. A lot of
girls are out t h ere enj oyin g
themselves under the same circumstances. They use Tampax
tampons.
Tam pax tampons are worn
internally so you ~ swim or
dance or do most anything you
please. There are no bulky pads
or te ll tal e odor to give you

tions inside each package. So
go on out and enjoy yourself.
With Tampax tampons you
have no excuse.

score is being emp loyed, as well as
full costumes and scenery.
Admission is free .
In view of the limited space
and the anticipated demand for
tickets it is suggested that
reservations be made in advance
by phoning 289-4500, ex tension

310.

IP YO\J
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WANT .MLTO

STeA,_ YO\JR.
TH 0'1Cd·IT 4B,
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BAAAAAARF
Billy Brew thought fast. He
was losing two to nothing. He had
to puke and , puke fast. He

OCYELO.,EO B't' A OOCTOII
NOW USED 8Y MILLIONS Of' WOMf.:N

TAMPAX. TAMPONS ARE MADE ONL,Y BY
TAMPA X INCORPORATED . PALMER. MASS.
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Dee a_n d Davis To Present Readings
by Robertson

New a rk State's Perfo rming
Arts Council will present an
evening of dramatic readings by
Ruby Dee and Ossie Davis on May
12, 8:00 p.m. in 1PA. Davis and
Dee, a husban d-wife team, pre~ent
dramatic readings - pl ays, poetry ,
stories, m ostly from Negro
Literature .
Ossie Davis an d Ruby Dee have
appeared toge ther and separately
for more than 20 years in movies
and shows. Miss Dee, graduate of
Hunt e r College, N.Y., is a
recognized star of stage , film and
television . She has appeare d in
such plays as Purlie Victorious,
written by her husband, A Raisin
in the Su n, King Lear, The Wo rid
of Sholom Aleichem,

Some of the leading television
series Miss Dee has worked on are
Peyton Place, The Defenders, The
Nurses, Playhouse Ninety. Among
her film ere di ts are : The Iocident,
Gone Are the Days, A Raisin in
the Su n, and St. Louis Blues.

Ruby Dee

JOBS! JOBS! and more JOBS!

Stydents, Teachers. Stateside and International Jobs.
Recreational Jobs; Year-round Jobs; Summer Jobs. All
occupations and trades. Enjoy a vacation while you
earn. Hurry! The best jobs are taken early.
Write: "JOBS", P.O. Box 475,
Dept. CP 194-1
Lodi, Calif. 95240
Open 7 Days

Phone 351-n73

JOE'S
FAMOUS FOR

GIANT SIZE SUBMARINE SANDWICHES
Cold Cuts - Phone Orden Accepted

Elizabeth, N. J.

452 Elmora Ave.

Ossie Davis has gained stature
as a playwright. His play Purlie a
racial satire recently won two
Tony awards for Best Actress and
Best Actor.
When Ruby Dee and Ossie
Davis performed at the village
Vanguard in New York, N.Y.
Times Grace Glueck describe their
act as "really a p oetry reading
with a jazz accompaniment. The
poetry is by Lanston Hughes,
Gwendolyn Brooks, and Paul
Laurence Dunbar, with some
introductory material by Davis."
Hopefully , Davis and Dee will
present a similar program of
Negro poetry at N.S.C. on May
12. Tickets are available at the
information . Desk in College
Center.

Last Chance this Year to Buy all new NSC rings

THEALL NEW

NEWARK -STATE
COLLEGE RING
WILL BE ON SALE

TUESDAY,MAY 12th
9:30-4:00

IN TH-E
COLLEGE.
CENTER
BUILDING
AN INITIAL DEPOSIT OF $10
WILL BE REQUIRED FOR EACH ORDER.
RINGS MAY BE PURCHASED BY

ALL STUDE.N rs,
REGARDLESS OF G~ADUATING CLASS.

Ossie Davis

.S chedule of Events _
Date

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS FOR THE WEEK OF 5/10
Event
Place

SUNDAY, MAY 10th
l l :00, 1 :00,
&3:00
Children's Theatre Production
7:45 P.M.
CCB: An Evening of
Experimentation Films
MONDAY, MAY 11th
I :40-4: 00
Senate Executive Committee
Meeting
5:00-7:00
Drug Encounter Meeting
7:30-10:00
Field Services: Alpha Sigma

Lambda Mtg.
TUESDAY, MAY 12th
9:00-11 :00
Early Childhood End of
Semester Meeting
1:40-2 :55
Student Placement Meeting
I :40-2:55
Clarinet Workshop
l:40-2 :55
Orientation Committee Meeting
1:40-2 :55
Omega Sigma Psi Birthday Party
6 :00-10:00
Sigma Kappa Phi Meeting
6:00-10:00
Kappa Epsilon Meeting
6:00-10:00
Omega Sigma Psi Meeting
7 :00-10 :00
Nu Sigma Tau Meeting
7 :00-10 :00
Nu Sigma Phi Meeting
8:00 P.M.
Concert: Ossie Davis & Ruby Dee
- P.A.C.
* 1:40-2: 55
Curriculum Committee Meeting
WEDNESDAY, MAY 13th
11: 30-2 :00
Faculty Staff Buffet
11 :30-2:00
7 :30 P.M .

Counseling Services Meeting
Drug Theatre Wo rkshop:
Pucci & the Soul Pieces
THURSDAY, MAY 14th
9: 30-1 2:00
Student/Faculty Curriculum
Comm . - I.E.
9:3 0-1 2: 00
Student Perso nnel Dept. Mee ting

1:40-2 :5 5
l :40-2 :55
4:00-8 :30

Viet Nam Perspective Roger Steffens
Republicans Club Meeting
Kappa Delta Pi Meeting

8: 15 P.M .

Honors Reception

6:15-11:00
8:30 P.M.

Coffee House - Poetry Readings
Opera Excerpts Concert
-

FRIDAY, MAY 15th
6:00 - P.M.
CBA Talent Show
SATURDAY , MAY 16th
All Day
North Jersey General Service
Committee-Annual Alcoholics
Anonymou s Convention

7 :30 P.M .
Coffee House - Instant Karma
SUNDAY, MAY 17th
2:00 P.M.
New Jersey Federation of
Music Clubs

Little Theatre
Theatre for
Perf. Arts
Senate Office
Townsend
Alumni Lounge
DownsFormal Lounge
Downs-

Section II
B 104
Little Theatre

Hex Room
Sloan Lounge
L 105
Hex Room
Sloan Lounge
L 107
Alumni Lounge
Theatre for
Perf. Arts
T 107
Downs Fae. Din. Room
Aiumni Lounge
Theatre for
Perf. Arts

Alumni Lou nge
Down s Section II

Little Theatre
Alumni Lounge
Downs Fae. Din. Room
Downs Sec. II and lil
Hex Room
Theatre for
Perf. Arts
Theatre for
Perf. Arts
Theatre for
Perf. Arts,
Downs Hall &
Little Theatre
Hex Room
Theatre for
Perf. Arts
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Presenting Roger Stellans
The College Center Board
Drama Committee is presenting
Roger M. Steffens on Thursday,
May 14, 1970. This young man
was recently a soldier. Staff
Sargent Steffens spent 26 months
in Vietnam working with refugees
and orphans, distributfng
American aid as the head of a
civic action program which he
initiated. His experiences are the
basis for a lecture which he will
deliver at 1:40 in the Little
Theatre, entitled Vietnam : The
Human Side. This lecture presents
the most comprehensive pict ure
of Vietnam ever offered to
American audiences. Instead of
being controversial or politically
oriented , Mr. Steffens portrays
the human side of the life in
Vietnam . His lecture features
full-color slides of the beauty of
Vietnam , its people, its history
and religions, and glimpses of its
future. He plays down the combat
and highlights the human side,
giving a balanced picture of life in
the midst of a seemingly
never-ending struggle.
Thursday evening, at 7;00 , Mr.
Steffens will rejoin us · in the
Coffee House for a reading of
modern poetry and Shakespeare.
Trained as an actor, he uses a wide
range· of modern material which
lend s it self t o dramatic
interpret ation . Sources include

c umming s , Po und , Corso,
Ferlinghetti, Eliot a nd friends
who are part of America's vast
poetic underground . Original
excerpts from collectio ns he has
edited are also included .
Mr . Steffens has been called a
"subliminal poetry salesman." He
"has joined his talent as an actor
to his poetic sensitivity in an
attempt to bring the enjoyme nt of
poetry to people through oral

FRJDAY , MAY 8
Radio's super story teller, Jean Shepherd, will be gently needling
American mores and customs in his lecture at 8 :30 p.m. in the TPA.
Tickets are $2.50.
The NSC Concert Choir will present its annual spring concert at
8:30 p.m. in the Little Theater. The choir , which consists of members
of the Music Department as well as other members of the college
community, will present Thompson's The Last Words of David, as well
as spirtit uals, folk songs, and other music from various periods.
Admission is free.
INST ANT KARMA, NSC's coffee house , will be open in the Hex
Room from 7 :30 p.m. to midnight, with food and entertainment as
always.
SATURDAY, MAY 9
The NSC Co-Op will sponsor a "Russian Night" conce rt , featuring
The Russian Liturgical Singers, with the St. John's Russian Folk
Ensemble and the Glinka Russian Folk dancers, at 8 p.m. in the TPA .
Admission is free.
SUNDAY, MAY 10
The NSC Theater Guild will present its workshop production of
THE WIZARD OF OZ at 11 :00 a.m. , I :00 and 3:00 p.m. in the Little
Theater. The presentation , which is geared to child ren ages 3-12, will
employ the original movie score, as well as full costumes and scenery.
int e rp re t ation." Steffens' Admission is free .
interpretations is more than a
THE College Center Board Film Committee will present a
quiet recitation : it is a FESTIVAL OF EXPERIMENTAL FILMS at 7 :45 p.m. in the TPA. The
presentation . It is poetry program will be comprised of leading short experimental films from all
performed . In between poems he catagories, including early experimentals (I 898-1920) and films from
attempts to communica te his independent cinema.
great feeling for poetry by talking
TUESDAY ,MAY 12
about it and by relating the
The Performing Arts Council will present the outstanding actor
poetry he enacts to the lives of and author OSSIE DA VIS and his accomplished actress wife, RUBY
the people in the audie nce, thus DEE at 8 :00 p.m. in the TPA . The couple perform dramatic
making poetry more palatable to readings-plays poetry, stories - mostly from Negro Literature .
them.
Admission is free .
WEDNESDAY , MAY 13
A Drug and Drama Lecture , PUCCI AND THE SOUL PIECES ,
will be presented in the TPA at 7:30 p.m . The production is a mu sical
tragic-comedy written from a Black point of view , that handles the
black and white problems gently but forcefully .
THURSDAY, MAY 14
The College Center Board Fine Arts Committee is sponsoring an
ART FESTIVAL on campus, an outdoor exhibit and sale of student
work to be held throughout the day. Cont ributions will be welcomed
from all students, regardless of _major.
The College Center Board Drama Committee is presenting a
lecture by Rodger M. Steffens entitled VIETNAM: THE HUMAN
SIDE, at I ;40 p.m. in the Little Theater. Steffens will draw from his
experiences as a staff sargent who spent 26 months in Vietnam working
with refugees and orphans.
At 7:00 p.m., Roger Steffens will appear in the Coffee House
(Hex Room) with a reading of modern poetry and Shakespeare. He will
employ a wide range of modern material which lends itself to dramatic
interpretation, such as cummings, Pound , Corso, Ferlinghetti, and
others.
FRIDAY MAY 15
The Collegians for Black Action will sponsor BLACK ARTS
COMMUNE , a program comprised of poetry readings, singing, African
dancing , and dramatic presentations, at 7:30 p.m. in the TPA . There
will be an admission charge.

COLLEGE CENTER BOARD FINE ARTS COMMITTEE
presents

ART FESTIVAL on Campus
A s o ne of its final
presentations of the year, the
College Center Board will feature
a Fe~tival of Experimental Films
on Sunday, May 10th at 7:45
P.M . in the Theater for the
Performing Arts. The program will
cons i st of leading short
experimental films from all
catagories , including early
experimentals ( 1898-1920) and
films from independent cinema
(1 9 45 to present).
There are many definitions of
the term experimental film.
Generally , it is a film that has a
purpose other than to simply tell
a story or visually relate facts.
Actually there may be, no story
line whatsoever, but only visuals

which create an illusion or
impressio n.
The films to be shown in the
festiva l include:
- " The Greatful Dead" ; a color
film featuring the San Francisco
rock band produced by letting the
musical trac- suggest the images
seen on the screen.
- "The Bridge (The Spy)"; one of
the first American experimental
films. Produced by Charles Vidor
and based on the Ambrose Bierce
story, "An Occurance at Owl
Creek Bridge" .
"Un Chien Andalou (An
Andalusian Dog)" ; with the
specific purpose of shocking the
audience, Luis Bunuel and
Salvador Dali collaborated on the

production of this 1928
surrealistic film.
- " Me!ies Color Films" ; three of ·
the early films of the French
pioneer George Melies which
includes the famous, "Trip To
The Moon". These films, made at
the turn of the century , were
made in color by hand painting
each frame after the shooting.
Other films on the program
are: "Life and Death of a
Hollywood Extra" , " Cosmic
Ray" , "Vivian", "Dream of a
Rarebit Fiend", "Hot
Leatherette" , "Seeking" , and the
Academy Aw ard winning, "The
Critic".
The program will run about
100 minutes and admission is free.

Thursday and Friday
May 14th - 15th
outdoor exhibit and sale of student works -all students
invited to participate in bringing their works to be
exhibited and in buying things_

Saturday, May 16th - ._s tudent and faculty
filmmakers are invited to show their films in the Coffee
House.
Music and Theatre groups are also invited to put on
pieces outside.
Contact: Kathy Meade MB No. 623 for any info.
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Is It Really That Strange?
(Continued from Page 8)

not just Council and the
Executive Board, it is every
student in the college. The key
then in involvement. As a
Councilman I hope I can tum that
key. It means the involvement of
every student with one another,
with the faculty , with Student
Government, with EVERY aspect
of the college community. To me,
the cry "commuter" is not worth
the breath used to say it. The
commuters form the very basis of
the college. I find it hard to
believe they have absolutely no
time for something so important
to their life here. Surely

involvement on a Student Org
committee, or in some aspect of
government whether it be
curriculum or Carnival, is not
impossible even if they hold a job
outside school. I do it, and so do
many of my fellow councilme n.
There is always time for
something important to you.
Perhaps it is just that realization
that is missing, perhaps not , but I
want to find out.
So, I want to apologize for any
irritation I may have caused on
April 16, but to me that was a
necessary though unfortunate part
of my campaign. I would also like
to remind my classmates that,

now that I have been elected, I am
their contact to the workings of
Council with my fellow
Councilmen. It is their duty to'
warn, advise, suggest, or yell at
my actions, and I will be coming
to them with the same.
Classmates, take a copy of the
Constitution of Student Org from
the table in the hall of the
Student Center and read it. You '11
be surprised at the power you
have. Use it. The point is, I want
to shape Newark State into a
working servant of the students'
needs. Maybe I can do it "with a
little help from my
classmates" . ...

Keep the Campus Clean
A group of seniors with only
two weeks left of classes are still
taking an active part in their
school life. They are concerned
about the pollution problem and
what they can do starting right on
the Newark State College campus.
The logical solution was to leave
the college with trash cans, which
it .indeed lacks, so that the
students, old and new, could
begin to clean up after themselves.
The dedication of the trash
cans will take place on May 12th
in front of the college center. This
group of seniors will then proceed
to clean up the college center
area. They invite EVERYONE seniors, juniors, sophomores, and
freshmen, to help them clean up
Newark State.
Although some members of the
college community worked to
clean the campus on Johnny
Appleseed Day , April 27, they
fee_\ there is a further need to
continue the college clean-up
campaign. One member of this
group remarked: "Everyone is
talking about our environmental
crisis; someone has decided to do
something about it. But they do
need your help if the program is
to be a success .. Come over and
join us by the College center any
time on Tuesday."
There are a number of reasons
why we need a Clean-up Day.

"Newark State could not possibly
get any worse looking, so what are
we waiting for?" The clean-up day
may develop pride among the
students concerning the campus.
Instead of merely complaining
about the condition, it's time that
we did something about it.

'Twas the week 'fore exams
And on the college scene,
One member of the group
The campus was filthy
considers the problem :
Not a spot was found clean.
"Ex tinction - It's become more
feasible with the impact of the
The students were lounging on
pollution problem. The bomb
grass and near tree .
threat lingers, but is still rather
Almost hidden from view by the
abstract. However, pollution has trash and debris.
struck . We can see it infesting us The library has been the most
slowly. Disaster is possible and crowded by far.
definitely inevitable if we chose to Simply because we can't find the
evade the problem. Do we accept snack bar.
the final attitude and " live for
today for tomorrow we may die?"
- or do we, as individuals, adopt Apathy surrounds us, ecology no
an active philosophy to live and more.
fight for our futures before they Why worry? We'll soon be packed
become abstract also? We can feel for the shore.
the end more drastically now. When what to our smog-filled eyes
Being aware or frightened of the should appear,
problem is not enough. If we want
But a group of seniors with one
a future, we must promote a clean
common fear.
environment."
On a less emotional and more "Tragedy has struck, we must see
down-to-earth level, all students the dean!
are invited to participate in the Where will we graduate? We can't
Clean-up Campaign. Let's tackle find the library green.
the garbage problem. Don't be With this goal in mind, they went
part of the problem, be part of straight to their work.
the solution: Tuesday, May 12, They located some trash cans, and

INSTANT KARMA!
Will be open for 3 more momentous
occasions this Semester:

Fri. - May 8

Thur. - May 14

7:30 - Midnite
6:15 - 11:00 PM

Presenting: Roger M. Steffens
Poet
(a benefit concert for
BARBARA TUFFEL SCHOLARSHIP FUND)

Sat. - May 16

college free hour, 1:40. Paper bags
will be passed out to dispose of
the debris around the college
ce nter. The coffee house
committee will provide music to
clean up your campus by.

7:30 - Midnite

featuring ART FILMS

Drop by anyway great coffee, tea, atmosphere & entertainment!

To Chino from Miriam
Goodbye doesn't always mean goodbye ;
I didn't know the last time I saw you
that you were going to die.
Looking at you was groovy
as looking at real cool guys,
I loved your hair and your eyes ... .
But as you lay in that box
looking so neatly packed
Man, it makes me feel like I'm going to die.
" Being high is feeling high" and
"You can make .it if you try"
But you "blew it" Chino . . . .
and "Madam H" has got your life.
Life in the land of concrete and asphalt,
life in the fire escapes and roof tops,
is a cruel, sad king of life.
Hard work can keep you from "blowing your mind"
but " your friends" can always keep you nice and high .. . .
Now "your friends" have betrayed you
and here comes the "fune man" ....
- A cruel, sad kind of living is better than dying high . -

Post Discusses Problems

freedom for independent thought
by Linda Phelan
The curriculum and quality of or production within the class.
The environment of · a
instruction at Newark State were
the topics under discussion by classroom depends on professor
students and faculty at the and students alike. If a professor
President's Listening Post held initiates an interesting and
April 28.
stimulating class, and students
respond with reactions and ideas,
The President's Listening Post
there is a healthy environment
is a discussion period begun by created for both. lf a high school
President Weiss, during which
atmosphere is created from the
problems, criticisms suggestions or
start h owever, with no
comments can be brought forth
opportunity for such free thought
by students and faculty. It is an
and reaction, both students and
opportunity to air your views and
professor suffer.
entertain the ideas of others.
One means of providing an
One of the first points made opportunity for a student to
was that while there are professors engage in creative , independent
at N.S.C. whose classes are work would be the initiation of
interesting and stimulating; there independent study courses. In
are also those who conduct their such a course, a student would
classes with what was termed a choose an area of study within a
" high school mentality". In such a course · and work with it
class, there is no stimulation. independently under the guidance
Material is simply fed into a of a professor. The English
student who is expected to give it Department has tried such a
said with a shirk,
right back on each exam. Though course, and with success, but once
a highly structured class such as again the problem of numbers and
"A drop in the basket can help this is preferred by , or even finances enters in, making the
you survive,
essential to some students, there continuation of such courses
And prevent Newark State from are many who find classes like difficult. With student enrollment
being buried alive!"
that a waste of time. There is no increasing, enrollment in
independent study courses must
increase. One professor cannot
handle a large number of students
within such a framework of
individual guidance. More
professors cannot be hired
We invite you to investigate the highest paying
because of the problem of
finance .
·
summer jobs in the country today.
Another proposal toward
greater freedom of curriculum
Guaranteed Income
choice of students was that of a
course-challenge system. This
Earn $1,000 to $2,500 with American Foresight
would call for equivalency exams
which ~ould be taken, and if
passed, ·w,ould constitute having
No previous experience necessary.
taken the-~<!ourse. Such a proposal
has found•. fi'ttle support among
the various departments.
You must have a car and live in the New Jersey
The Listening Post did not
area.
provide answers for the problems
Come to the Town Room of the Town and
discussed, but it did provide an
opportunity for such discussion.
Campus Motel on Tuesday, May 12, 1970
, Views expressed by students and
faculty allowed both sides to be
seen and these views and ideas
Interview times -11:00, 12:00, 1:00, 2:00and
pr.ovided a thought provoking
3:00.
discussion.

SUMMER JOBS
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by Ken Wilson
With American troops
spreading themselves further
throughout the world each year,
the time will come when every
part of the world will have the
benefit of the glorious technology
which makes this country so
great.
The picture is not all that bad,
however, because our technology
will bring massive problems which
even we have not been able to
solve. Some of these problems
destroy life , others make life very
difficult and very uncomfortable.
Why is that good? In the long
run it could lead to a world-wide
rejection of our glorious
technology, and this could be the
salvation of mankind .
Around these yellowed ivory
towers there are some cussers and
doubters who believe technology
to be our salvation, but these
defenders of our right to produce
and consume without restraint
have neither breathed the air the
rest of us breath nor experienced
the hunger which millions
throughout the world are
experiencing.
At NSC we are experiencing
another kind of hunger: we have a
dirth of clear thinking
administrators , faculty and
students who have a sensitivity to
the relevant and an eye to the
future.

,..LI

NSC ·P resenting Russian Night Concert
The Newark State College
Co-Operative, a faculty, student
and administrative group, will
sponsor a "Russian Night"
concert on Saturday, May 9 at
8:00 p.m. in the Theatre for the
Performing Arts on the Union

campus.
The Russian Liturgical Singers,
under the direction of George
Margitich, conductor, will feature
an impressive· chorus of men and
various backgrounds and
professions. Founded in 1955, the

singers performed throughout the
Metropolitan area. There purpose
is to stimulate interest in Russian
Orthodox religious and folk music
and the art of a Cappella
vocalizing.
Sharing the program will be the

St. John's Russian Balalaika
Ensemble and the Blinka Russian
Folk Dancers.
The public in invited.
Free tickets are available at the
informantion desk at the college
center.

A case in point is the parking
situation at NSC. The rules have
been changed so often than Ben
Wasserman, Chairman of Parking
and Security for Student
O rganization, was given a
telephone book thick mock
handbook or parking rules at the
changeover Student Council
meeting. Funny? Yes. But
pathetic, too. No one has come
forth with a sensible plan for
NSC's future growth.
Next year we'll have a
temporary 660 car parking lot,
1600 new students and not one
new dormitory room. The parking
lot will use valuable land which
would be used for dormitory
space for some of those 1600 new
students , but either the
Mafia-controlled builders of the
Mafia-controlled state
bureaucracy refuse to budge from
their respective bid or budget for
new dormitories.
Of course we could tell the
state to go to hell with their I 600
new students so that we wouldn' t
have to build a new parking lot or
dormitory . But state officials
expect more votes when they can
tell their constituents how they
increased enrollment at our state
schools, and our Board of
Trustees is not known for ejther
its courage of sane planning.
And besides, 660 additional
cars on campus bring us that
much closer to the technological
rejection

w hich

is

o ur

o nly

salvation.

Dinner

Luncheon

Snacks

GEORGE'S
Restaurant & Lounge
- Featuring Giant Sized:
HotD~
·• Burgers*
Steamed Clams
and Jumbo Shr imp

686-1200

2258 Morris Ave., Union, N.J.

in being
sure of no feminine
offense with

MY

OWN®
Hygienic Deodorant
Spray
for women only.

Available also in
cleansing towelettes.
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Sound & Fury

Afte rthoughts '70
prototype (including the ones
by Dean Bo ubalos
Now that I am a Senior .from the other depts.) is.
graduating (God-willing) from this
I do pity the really good
esteemed institution for "higher
instructors
at State. TI1ey are too
learning" (learning only how to
get higher). I feel an urgency to good for the College and they are
relate all the bitches that have too good for the 9 to 5 student.
been stored up within my person Also, they sometimes are at the
mercy of the aforesaid-mentioned
about the college itself.
faculty members. I really do pity
I would like to point out that I
them . And at the same time. I
don't believe the world owes mE
have the deepest respect for them.
anything but I would like to
They know who they are and the
believe a reasonable system or
College knows who they are.
order exists anywhere .
For one thing, I have become
I am a bit annoye d at people
all to tired of the word "apathy''. saying Sigma Beta Tau runs
And really the students on this -everything Basically. that's not
campus arc not really really true. There are people on
apathetic .... they are too campus who are co-editors or the
god-damned lazy . They expect newspaper. the Memorabilia Staff.
everything to be done for them they may be on Stu. Org .. Theatre
instead of going out and working Guild. LaCrosse Team. etc. who
for it. Example: Just about are a lso brothers of Tau . I don't
everyone on this campus is think that they have a meeting
concerned with the Vietnamese where they sit down and say,
War and yet they think that it is "Okay. May - you be in charge of
magically going to end all by Carnival, and Nerves. you're
itself. They do not make effor ts gonna be Class President." Th is is
to express their dissent and by the absurd. Furthermore. if you think
same token they do not aid a Tau run s everythi ng (as opposed
small group of individuals who do to individual brothers of Sigma
make the effort (petitions. Beta Tau working on various
demonstrations, etc.) making the aspects of Campus Life for
latter groups efforts a veritable themselves or for service to the
splash in the pail.
College Community) why don't
Secondly. there is a great deal you get off your ass and start
of polarization on the campus in working for the school yourself terms of Negroid and Caucasoid. instead of "Letting Tau run
The re is little inter-relation everything."
between these two groups who
There are two basic schools of
hang in their own respective areas
and
do not attempt to thought here . One is trying to
communicate with their absorb knowledge to make your
head a lit tie bit better and to
fellow-human-beings.
As ;r this polarily wercn ·1 bad make yourself a bit better - !he
enough , other polarities exist as "thirst for knowledge". The other
well. The In dependent Students school says that you should fill
vs. the Greeks. The Student Body yourself with straight
vs. the Power Elite of the Campus memorization of idiotic facts in
(which Dave Lichtenstein the process of a grade. The shame
promises to crumble). The is that the latter group is the one
St udents vs. the Faculty. The that is basically perpetuated.
A definite lack of sincerity . ..
Students vs. the Administration .
but that's all over the world
I
Need I go on?
What kind of Registrar do we can't really blame NSC for that.
have when we (like good little
boys and girls) have to get our
During the Election Period s,
Guidance Counselors signature on there are some of the most
our Registrations forms.
chi ldish posters (usually tied in
I am sick and tired of buying with the offices of Treasury) on
cigarettes at the College the face of the Earth. Do such
Information & Service Booth and
things as imagination and
getting matches that say "Earn a maturity really exist . .. it's hard
High School Diploma at Home" to tell from some posters. The
or "Be a Truck Driver". Come on. people running aren't really to
It seems that there is no longer blam e , though . Campaign
a place on campus where a person Managers are to blame. And I s ish
can go for silence during the day . these politicos would have their
Along this line, I wish the Library advertising taken down as soon as
Personnel would learn to keep the Election ends. I really
their mouths shut; they make couldn't stand another posterette
more noise than some of the taped on one of the bridges or
trees.
clowns in the Sloan Lounge.
You may know that plants are
Speaking of Sloan Lounge, or
more appropriately. Slum Lounge, the other basic factor in the
seems to be the stage of the completion of the Oxygen-C arbon
Theatre of the Absurd rather than Dioxide cycle, an important yet
basic ecological principle. Have
a Lounge .
you
ever seen any real live plants
Newark State Students are
SLOBS. The week after Johnny (with the exception of maybe a
Applessed Day proved that. The secretary's office) in the College
fools would rather throw their Center? Willis Hall? Townsend?
litter on the campus and then Bruce? TPA? Just wondering.
Is there any truth to the rumor
complain that the place looks like
a sty . (Must I mention the Snack that Willis Hall is air-conditioned?
I remember sweating there.
Bar?)
While we're on the subject of
From my sources, I have
learned that almost all of the Willis Hall, I would like to sepak
professors and instructors in the to the anarchists among you. All
Industrial Education Dept. could right, so you've got an exam in
be catagorized as a bunch of Willis that you don't want to take.
immature bastards. I wonder what Make your phone call. But at least
the exact number of this have the decency to really put a

bomb there. Blow the f**king
building sky-high.
Don't you have the courage of
your convictions? As it is,
hundreds of other students are
inconvenienced. (That allows for
the hundreds of students who love
the prospect of having their class
cancelled, by the way.) And the
Security provisions are so poor
that they really cou ldn 't find the
bomb. As it stands, we know that
wen there's a bomb scare, there
really isn't a bomb. Just a
whack-off.
Also, the construction of Willis
Hall is so shoddy (meaning the
cracks in the Northwest wall) that
an ashcan and a couple of cherry
bombs would probably destroy it.
Something to think about when
you're building a new Arts
Building.
Oh. there's more . Believe it.
there's more . Some of it is
obvious and some of it isn't really
on the surface. And I'm not really
a pessimist (though sometimes I
try to be): there's a quite a few
good things about Newark State
and besides that, I think that
there's some hope in the future
for correction. A person who
graduates is like Louis XV in that
he believes "After me. the
deluge." I hope net.
Pax .

Colleges
vs. Nixon
(C'onlinucd from Page

I)

Leading the colleges in the cast
in Columbia which has suspended
classes to protest American
extension of the war into
Cambodia. Indefinite suspensions,
like that proposed at Newark
State College, have already been
approved by Douglas College in
New Brunswick and Sarah
Lawrence College. Also, the
Student Senate at Vassar College
in Poughkeepsie, N.Y. voted to
close the school for the rest of the
semester. Student strikes were
also voted by Brooklyn College,
Colgate University in Hamilton,
N.Y., Syracuse University, the
University of Bridgeport in
Connecticut, the State University
at Stony Brook, Long Island , and
the Brooklyn and Long Island
campuses of Long Island
University.
On other campuses, the issue
of Cambodia merged with more
parochial issues, as at Yale , where
the strike that began over the
coming trial of eight Black
Panthers continues. At several
campuses of the City Unive rsity
system anti war protests were
often dampened by the fact that
students were already protesting
campus issues.

Notice
Roger M. Steffens, actor and
poet, will return to Newark State
College on May 14 ,1970. He will
show slides and will discuss the
cultural, historical perspective of
Vietnam, based on his new book•,
at 1:40 p.m. in the Little Theatre,
and will read modem poetry and
Shakespeare in the Coffee House
in the evening.

Shalt Not

· why don't you steal the small
bowl that goes with it? It's a pity
to break up a matched set.

(Continued from Page_4)

who will hurt you so easily '. This
also causes the artist to become
disillusioned and hostile. If you
happen to see a piece of pottery
or a painting that you really like,
get in touch with the artist and
talk about it; if you can't afford
to buy it, (artist's are not greedy,
but materials do cost money).
Maybe he will even give it to you
for free!!! If you never think
about stealing - but have a friend
who does (or did - please try to
explain this to him. Stolen goods
can always be returned to any art
office with no questions asked .
Pat Wroblewski
P.S. To the person who took the
small pitcher from my exhibit ~

Thanks to Alll .
To the Students:
I would like to thank all the
people at Carnival who were nice
enough to allow the children from
George Washington School No. J
in Elizabeth to "practice" their
games this past Saturday. It is nice
to know that there are students
who care. Once again, thanks very
much for your help.
All tutors should come to the
~ATE office for some very
important information concerning
recognition for their work.
Peter Zania
Chairman SCA TE

Senior Week
Head Named
The Class of 1970 will graduate
from Newark State College on
Thursday morning, at 10 :00 A.M.
Robert Weaver, President of
Baruch College, a college of
CCNY will deliver the
commencement address.
John Murray, Vice-President of
the Senior Class, enumerated
some of the activities and special
events of Senior Week. which will
hopefully enlighten their last days
on campus. The highlight of the
activities is the Senior Ball. The
Bal!, to be held Saturday, May 23,
at the Westmont Country Club.
will feature the Classics Four.
A cocktail hour starling at
7:30 will begin the evening.
Shortly after, a steak dinner will
be served. A rolling bar will be
available for those who desire
set-ups. The evening at the
Westmont will come lo an end at
I :00 A.M . The total cost of the
bids are $26.00 per couple, a
reduction of four dollars from last
year's bid.

During the evening of May
15th, the annual Senior Boat Ride
up the Hudson will take place.
The boat will leave from. Pier
No.83 al 9:00 P.M. Tickets can be
obtained upon presenting of I.D .
c·a rd s, today May 7th and
tomorrow Friday May 8th.
Tickets will be given out on a
nrst- come-first-serve basis.
Graduation week, the Seniors
will be the guests of the school at
a luncheon on J une 2, Tuesday
noon and Wednesday , June 3 at a
College tea .
Members of the graduating
dass should be informed that the
distribution of caps and gowns
and also hoods, will be at. t he
Dance Studio, Thursday, May
28th from 3:00 P.M. - 6:00 P.M.
Graduation invitations will be
handed out Wednesday , Thursday
an<l Friday, May 27, 28, 29 in
Library 316 at 9 :00 A.M. - 3:00
P.M.

NOTA BENE
Senior Prom Bid s
on sale Outside
Snack Bar
May 4th - 15th
10:00 a.m . - 3 :00 p.m .
Bids: $26:00
No deposits accepted
Place : Westmount Country
Club Date : Saturday, May 23,
1970 Time : 7:30 p.m. - I :00
a.m.

Senior Boatride Tickets
will be given out to seniors
with ID cards on:
today: May 7
Friday: May 8
FIRST COME, FIRST
SERVED.

May 7 , 1970Presentation and Induction
m_e eting of Lambda Alpha Sigma,
Liberal Arts & Sciences Honors
Society, Formal Lounge, Downs
Hall , I :40
Students or Faculty interested
in voicing their opinion for the
above statement are encouraged
to att~nd an open meeting
Thursday at.I :40 P.M . i.n TPA.
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FROM THE EDITOR'S DESK

"When dissent turns to violence it invites
tragedy ." was the lesson taught by our sage
president , Richard M. Nixon. He was
commenting on the deaths of six young
college students who were butchered while
protesting the involvement of U.S. troops in
Cambodia.
These deaths and the brush off they
received from President Nixon show all of us
that 1984 is here a few years earlier than
anticipated. Presid ent Agnew, excuse me,
President Nixon cannot and will not fool
anyone with his artificial "too bad's,"
mourning the fate of the Cambodian War's
(excuse me again, it 's not a war. Why, it isn't
even an invasion) first four casualties at
home. I believe that only a few days ago
American college youths were being referred
to as "bums." Well, Mr. Nixon, it would
appear that your low regard for us "bums"
has brought bloodshed and disgrace to a
country. (May THE DAILY NEWS forgive me
for saying so.) An undeclared, unjust war,
YOUR war Mr. Nixon, remains as ugly as
ever. Only now, it has the added
accomplishment of being able to smother
lives on two fronts.
It is time for al l students, all who have
any self-respect left, to show ·their contempt
and disappointment with the policies being
enforced by our(?) government.
It is time to act. For too long a time we
have listened to the sounds of swinging clubs
finding their targets. We have become numb
at the sight of casualties and reading of
death tolls. Now, six young people, six
dead young people will never be pushed or
pigeon-holed by their critics anymore. Ou r
government's policy on he right to dissent
has seen to that. They died for a cause, for a
belief.If we allow it to happen, soon all those
who disagree with U.S. policy will be
murdered, either physically or spirtually.
The Administration and Facu lty
Newark State College have given us
chance to rip down the petty barricades we
have erected between ourselves and act as
one unit. Now that we have the chance, we
must join together in a concerted effort and
raise our voices loud enough for the Agnews ·
and Nixons to hear us in their sleep .....
WE PROTEST. If they do not respond, we
will not slacken. We will continue in our
wavs. The period of observation is over.
Six· people are dead. No more shall die. It's
time for dissent. Dissent. Dissen t. DISSENT!
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Frank Lineberry pitches Tau to 21-10 victory over Mu.

Mu was paced by Wright's three
hits.
Nu Delta Pi opened their Greek
softball season with a 14-3
trouncing of Nu Sigma Phi. Led
by the pitching of George Gilcrest

Don't Let It Be
by Luis Sanchez
When the old · have gone from
our midst, there will be a time for
jubilation. The cliches, the
superstitions, the conservative
ideals (sorry Mr. Buckley), and
the "let it be" attitudes will
vanish - for youth seeks to
harvest better and clearer
understanding within -itself in this
world. The new approach to life
will be a modernistic one: in that
truth will be emphatically
returned to its rightful place - the
inspirational force surrounding
life. There will be no "empty
streets too dead for dreaming."

Hopefully, time will not be
spent chasing rainbows, but
creating them . The prime
objective of life will be the
unification of universal endeavors
- constructive as opposed to
destructive. It CAN be done.
Impossibility does not exist - it
merely takes time to accomplish
whatever seems impossible. For
example , some say that Congress
will always have its old "fogies".
Untrue. At the present rate of
mental development, a new and
young generation will replace
them. As stated above, it will
merely take time . Youth is a
threat to senile leaders (of
governments). Ever wonder why it
is the young men who are sent to
war?
· Youth represents humanity' s
psychological "coming of age" . It
is an unrepressed drive for
identity and self-awareness. This
generation will not allow to
continue mankind's dormant
attitude - which has existed for
thousands and thousands of years.
The transitiori must, and will,
continue. Its rate will be slow, but
it will go on. Pity those who
choose to remain with ancient
tradition.
The revolution has occured.
Thoreau's land and air will once
again be clean and fresh. False
dreams and empty promises will
no longer pollute the mind. The
light will shine on raw nakedness
before the world and none will
blush. Social parasites will vanish

from the land. Spiritualists who
project man's goodness unto their
particular brand of god will fade
away, for man will begin to
believe in himself, in his
achievements, and in his
appreciation of human existence.
But before all these things
come to pass, youth must show a
greater degree of devotion · and
committment in his quest for
justice and unders~and~ng among
men. He should hve bfe to the
fullest and develop a true sense of
morality by l) aiding those who
are in need: economically and
educationally and personally; and
2) providing for the les~
fortunate : with food, clothin~,
and shelter. He should clean his
own house first, and then help
clean his neighbor's house.

Be fore time - the eternal
hunter - leaves man an empty
shell , it will allow sparing
moments to correct the present
course on which man has so
mistakenly embarked. ffhose
moments are now; and th~y are
most demanding ones, but cannot
be ignored. Now is real - not a
dream ; now is precious - not
worthless. The poet has written it
this way :

I was born to breathe
to smell, to touch,
to move o'er this land. ·
I was born to extend
beyond this shelf
a helping hand.
Lovers of life and admirers of
this world, the trumpets have
sounded that call to battle. Yet,
not to arms of terror and
. bloodshed, but to arms of right
and reason. Not to utterly
. destroy, but to change and
rebuild. Not to hate and abuse,
: but to respect and consider. Not
to kindle fire, but to bear the
burden more seriously. It is not
asking too much, for the rewards
are immeasurable - and must for
centuries to come.

who gave up in their half of the
second by scoring seven runs as
the team batted around. Phi came
back to score three runs in the
fourth. Pi added two runs in the
third and four in the fourth to put
the game away. Leading the Pi
offense was Steve Basarabb with
three hits and by Phil Scardillo
and Tom O' Donnell who each
drove in three runs. Bill Hoerman
took the loss for Phi.

New Exit
Created
1n order to improve the
circulation of traffic and also
provide another exit from the
Bruce Hall _ Willis Hall parking
lots, the following change has
been made.
The wheel bumpers which were
· installed between the faculty lot
and the student lot at Bruce Hall
have been rearranged so as to
provide an exit out of the Bruce
Hall parking Jot.
Traffic exiting by way of the
Bruce Hall lot wilJ proceed to the
security house intersection . At
that point, left-hand turns will be
prohibited and right-hand turns
will be restricted between 4 and 7
p.m.
In keeping with these
regulations, traffic exiting during
the posted hours will travel west
into Conant Avenue past th e
, D ' Angola gym to Woodland
Avenue .

Newark State's lacrosse team
scored more goals than in any
previous games but couldn't keep
up with a stronger New York
Institute of Technology team as
the New Yorkers' easily won 16-5.
Other highlights of the game were
Mike Natale's two scores in the
first period to put the Squires in
front 2-1 ; something no other
Squire has been able to do thus
far, and goalie Gary Pierpetti's
twenty-five saves another new
high.
The game began with N.Y.l.T.
scoring with three minutes gone ,
only to be tied by Natale two
minutes later. With seven minutes
, gone, Natale scored again to put
· Newark in front 2-1. The
Techmen then got tough and
flipped in three goals to ~ake the
score at the end of the first period
4-2.
In the second period, Allen
Weinberg of Tech. scored three of
his six goals and Jack Egan put in
two of his five while Ron Stone
and Bill Stark tried vainly to keep
Newark State in the game as the
score went to 9-4. Without Egan
and Weinberg, the Squires might
have had a chance as they
accounted for seven of the nine
goals of the first half and eleven
.of the sixteen. Weinberg this year
has so far put in forty goals.

Egan scored twice more with two
assists while the only Squire score
came in the fourth period on a
shot by Ron Stone.

STEVENS
In a rematch with Steven's
Tech.'s freshman squad on Friday ,
the Squires were trounced for the
four th time by a score of 12-3.
Minus starters Bob Liddle offense ,
and Harold Gray at Defense, the
Squires had a hard time getting a
successful scoring attack. As with
every team the Squires have
played, experienced lacrosse
players on the other team made
the difference as Bill Briggs scored
five goals and two assists. Barry
Magdits scored two with four
assists and Gary Kosewink scored
three.
Briggs and Magdits - and
Kosewink combined for the first
nine goals, seven in the first half,
as the Squires got tough in the
third period allowing two goals
while scoring once on a hard shot
by Bill Wittiner. In the final
period, Newark scored two more
goals as Bill Stark made a good
play on John Lynch's assist and
Mike Natale's side-armed shot
ended the scoring at 12-3.

Classified

Lenny & Becky
Hope Surprise lake was
N.Y.I.T. continued to pour in
the . goals in the third and fourth beautiful ... Peace.
periods despite the efforts of
Pieretti and defensemen Mike , Why is Mu Class still Praying?
Cleary scoring seven more times as
O.W.H.

The parking committee urges
drivers to use caution wh en
exiting through the Bruce Hall
faculty parking lot. Please follow
the directional arrows to maintain
a counter-clockwise traffic flow .

.Notice
A state-wide yearbook
conference will be held here
Friday, May 9th, from 8:30-3 :30.
The conference is being sponsored
by MEMORIABILIA . The
program includes Registration ,
8:30-9 :15 ; a Welcome speech by
President Weiss and Glenn Lewis,

MEMORIABILIA'S
Edi tor-in-chief at 9: I 5-10:00.
Next, the main activity of the
day, will be seminars, from
IO : 00-3:00, on photography,
graphics and lay-out including
movies and slide programs.
MEMORIABILIA is running the
conference in conjunction with
the American Yearbook Co.,

MEMORIABILIA'S
Luis Sanchez

' ) ;•i
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Lacrosse Team Falls
Despite High Scores·

Greeks Open Ball Season
Sigma Beta Tau opened the
Greek softball season with a 2 1-l 0
win over Alpha Sigma Mu on
Thursday at the Kingston field.
The game was marred by sloppy .
fielding by both teams. Tau
opened the scoring in the first
with five runs and three hits led
by Frank Lineberry's double. Mu
scored an unearned run in their
half of the third on a hit by
Garrison and an error. Tau score d
four times in the third and six in
the fourth to apparently put the
game away but Mu scored three in
the fourth and then in the sixth
scored six runs as the Tau defense
fell apart. Tau scored their final
three runs in the sixth paced by
Jim Catalano's homerun. Frank
Lineberry got the win for Tau
allowing only seven hits. Tau' s
·offense was led by Jim Catalano
who hit for the cycle and
Lineberry who drove in six runs.

} '

company.

yearbook

.Tennis Team Falls ·
The Newark State tennis team has not had as good fortune as the
baseball team. The tennis team, coached by Dr Errington has a record
of. I win and 8 losses most recently losing to Drew University by a score
of 9-0. The Squires only victory came against Brookdale College by the
score of 8-1. The team is paced by George Borlace, John Nemeth, Ted
Evanski and Rick Szeles. Other players who see a great deal of play are
Rich Fernandez, Bob Marino and Jack Hedstrom. The losses have been
to schools such as Montclair State and Marist. Union College beat the
Squires 7-2 while Bloomfield edged out a 5-4 win against Newark State.
Much of the trouble with tennis at Newark State stems from the
location of the courts with an almost constant wind blowing, making it
very difficult to play a normal game.
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NSC Play Host To
Tennis Tourney
by Jennifer Perone

Ron Goldfaden, NSC's .400 hitter ready to 4th Home Run.

Squire Streak Reaches 6
TRENTON STATE

The Squires won their third
straight game when they beat
Trenton State at home 4-2. The
scoring came early at Trenton
picked up two rum in th e first
again~t Squire hurler Tom
Murawski. Newark State came
back in their half of the f"ir st to tie
the game when Charlie Robbins
go t on base on an error and came
a c ros~ to s1:ore on Ron
Gold fadcn·s home run to left
centerfield. The Squires broke the
tic in the fourth when Ron
Go ld fad en drove in Charlie
Robbins for hi s third run batted
in of the game. Then with Lou
Ferrante reaching firs t and
Goldfaden on third , Lou broke
r · second. When the throw
went t h rough 10 seco nd
Goldfaden came home to score
gel ling credit for a stolen base.
With a lwo run lead Torn
Muraw ski held Trenton in check
the resl of the way. Trenlon"s
only threat came in lhc seven th
when th ey loaded the bases wilh
one out. The inning wa~ quickly
en ded when Pat Ceroni l"ie ld cd a
grounder at third. stepped on the
bag for one out and threw to firs!
to comrlete the double play. It
was Tom Muraw ski\ first win
after suffering throu gh several
tough defeat s. He scatlered six
hits and stru ck out six.

PATERSON STATE

Newark Stale continued th eir
lo ng road back with their fourth
consecutive win, a 10-8 victory
over Paterson. Paterson jumped
on Pat Ceroni for six run s in tlie
f"irst three innings. the big hi ts
being hom eruns by Paul Bruno
and Vin Sauso. The Squires
pecked away at the lea d and a two
run double _by Ferrante made it
6-3. At this time Stan Pietryzk
was pit ching for Newark . The
Squires go t back in the game
when Pat Ceroni hit a two run
homer. Newark picked up two
more which gave them the lead
for good. Ron Goldf'adcn put the
icing on the game by ripping a line
drive horner to dead ce nt er. It was
Ron·s fourth of the year. Stan
Pietryzk did a trem endous relief
job in holding Paterson for six
innings, picking up his f"irst
collegiate win. Newark is now 4-6.
JERSEY CITY

Newark State rallied for its 5th
straigh t win
a 10-3 victory over
Jersey City. Trniling 3-2. the
Squires rallied to tic ii on
Leblein's double. The Squires
then surged ahead for good,
thanks largely lo the hitting of
Goldfadcn and Leb lein who had 4
hit s each. Lou Ferrante powered a
homer in lhc eigh th to pul lhc
game out of reach. Roger

Sports Notes
Varsi ty chccrlca ding I ryouls will be held in Gym B o n Monday.
May 11 . at 6 :30. All girls who arc inlcrcsted arc welcome to co me and
try out.
Mr. Waterman has announce d a Spring Pracl ice sch ed ule for
football'
l. Draw gear May 11 -27.
2. Start ge tting a physical exam. Pink slips musl be on file before yo u
can draw gear.
3. Monday · June 2nd 9:00-11 :302 :00-4:00
Tuesday - J unc 3-9
I I :JO
2:00-4:30
Wednesday June 4 I scs~ion
graduat ion
Th ursday -- June 5 9 :00-1 I : JO
2:00-4 :30
Friday - June 6 - 9:00- 11 :JO
2:00-4:30
Saturday -· June 7 - 9 :00-11 :30
2:00 Spring game
Lunch will be provided.
4. Those needing roo m and board must sec Mr. Wa terman.
5. Conditioning started April 2 1 during free hour
6. Must be eligible next fall academically
•
Greek softball has star ted and due to the lack of space al Newark
State, IFSC has had to get permission from the Union County Park
Commission to use the Kingston field on Morris Avenue for many of
the games. Sigma Beta Tau is trying to capture the Greek title for the
ninth straight year.
The remaining home baseball schedule :
May 9
Saturday
vs. Alumni
11 :00
May 11
Monday
vs. Rutgers S.J .
3:30
May 13
Wednesday
vs. N.C.E.
4:0 0

Schriener was the win ner making
him 2-1. Ron Gold fad den
conti nu ed his R.B.I. streak by
driving in another run giving him
18 for the seaso n.
DREW

Newark State ex ten9ed its
winning streak to six games and
evened its record at 6 and 6 by
scoring an 8-2 victory over Drew
at home . Drew scored their two
runs in the first by getting a walk ;
a hit to right; then both runners
stole a base. An error allowed the
first run to score and the second
came across on a single. Squire
hurler Tom Murawski shut the
dour the resl of the way, holding
Drew in check with 5 hit s while
striking out 18 bat ters.
The Squires got even in the
fourth as Charlie Robbin s laid
down a bunt for a hil. Then Ron
Gold faden lashed a line double to
center, scoring Robbins. Ron
moved to third on Ferrante's long
ny and came across with the tying
run on a single by Bob Leblein.
Newark Sta le broke the tie in the
fo urlh scoring four times.
Robbins singled, went to third on
a walk and wi ld pitch. Goldfaden
wa lk ed. Lou Ferrante then
doubled. scoring Robbins and
Goldraden . Bob Leblein then go t
his second run. scoring single and
going to seco nd as the ball was
booted in the outfie ld . He went to
third on a wild pitch and came
around to sco re on a single by
Roger Kost uik . The Squires final
two runs came in the eighth after
they loaded the bases. Tom
Hanlon's grou nder was turned
into a three-base erro r allowing
two runs to score. Tom Muraw ski
go l hi s seco nd win of the season
turning in another t1ne effort.

Sa turda y, May 2, NSC was the
scene of an elimination tennis
tournament in which twelve
colleges from throughout New
J e rs e y pa rt i c i p·a led. The
toumament was the idea of Miss
Shiposh. Newark State's Women 's
Tennis coach. and Joan Desilets of
Farleigh Dickinson University
(F.D.U .). Madison who served as
co-chairman for the tournament.
Among the colleges they invited
to participate were Montclair
State, Trenton State. Glassboro
St ate, Upsala and, of course, NSC
and F.D . U. Madison. The
tournament started at 9:00 A.M'
with the eliminations soon
progressing into semi-finals as the
matches increased in the degree of
competition. Each team entered
the competition with one doubles
team and two singles. Newark
State's representatives were Chris
Robbin s and Barbara Bell as our
doubl es team and Donna Deiter
and Arlene Jachim as singles.
Nt:wa1 k State en ded the first day
of the tournament with our
do ubl es team and one single,
Arlene Jachim s u ccessfully
making the semi-finals. Donna
Deiter. NSC's other single, went

Golf
Team
l111proves
by Tom O'Donnell

Golf has been on the upswing
this year at Newark State.
First-year coach Robert Cullen
has molded a fine young team
that has proved already it can
handle itself aga inst more
experienced competition.
Although their record is only I
win and 4 losses, the team has
been close in every match they
have played. They lost their
opening match against Essex
County and they came back to
win th e next match against
Newark Rutgers. This wa8 ,1.-e first
time in three years that Newark
State has won a golf match. The
team lost ano th er close match
when Marist College travelled
down from New York to play the
Squires. The team almost won its
second match against Bloomfield
when at the end of regulation
play, the score was tied 9-all.
However, Bloomfield edged to the
win in a sudden death playoff on
the first hole. The team has
several dual matches left and then
goes into the N . A.I.A .
ch a mpionships and the New
Jersey State Championships at
Montclair.
Mr. Cullen has sta ted that the
one problem facing the team is a
lack of bal ance. The coach has
Let's have everybody respect stated that he is very pleased with
each other' s opinions_and beliefs. the performances of freshman
You have yours, I have mine. Mark Tasy and sophmore Ed
Support President Weiss and Plan Janesko who play the one and
B.
two positions respectively . Other
Dianne Arminio players who have seen a great deal
of action are Bill Hoerman , Ray
To Mr. R.: You missed the baby. Dinovi, Rich Smolenski and Pat
Better luck next time. I don't Nesgood . Team ca ptain , Bruce
Mitzak was forced to quit the
know where, but I know . ..
team due to a knee injury.

Classified
Ads

on into the final competition
which was held on the fo ll owing
day. These final matches were
played at the Westfield indoor
tennis courts. Singles finals were
played be tween our own Donna
Deiter and Gay Shaw from F.D.U.
Madison . Donna put up a good
fight but eve111ually succombed to
the opposit ion with a score of 6-1,
6-3 . The doubles finals had
Montclair State vs. F.D.U.
Madison , with Montclair as the
conclusive winner.
Despite NSC's loss of the final
victory. the tournament was felt
to have been a great success and
Miss Shiposh was very proud of
the accomplishments of the team.

Girls' Ball

Opens

by Jennifer Perone

Women's Softball Season has
begun with a stretch of bad lu ck .
First game for the team vs.
Douglas had to be transferred to a
rain date , when this game too was
rained o ut , the game was
cancelled. The two succeeding
games on the 28 th vs. Paterson
State College and on the 30th
against Leham College from New
York turned out to be
disappointing losses. The girls on
the team put out a valiant effo rt
each time yet there were just too
m any

fac tors again st them. The

team is a new one and there have
been few opportunities for
practice especially with the
shortage of field s. A number of
injuries to the star players have
occured during practice, leaving
our team with a serious
disadvantage.
The season however is not over
yet. There are three more games
scheduled for the next two weeks
the first on the fifth vs. Trenton
State, the next on the eighth vs.
Mon 111 outh and the last at
Montclair State on the twelfth .
Both coach and team feel there is
a good chance for victory.
Members of the team are: Judy
Americk, Eileen Avato , Carol
Baranowski, Ginny Beck, Chris
Berry , Chris Creed , Carol DeLisa,
Jayne Deo, Onnalee Gaze , Sharon
Iwanick i, Carol Keenan , Roberta
Mc Donald , Pat Moore, Dianna
Schwarz, Laura Tassi, Alana
There net and · Adele Williams.
Coach is Mi ss Stulb and manager
is Chris Berry.
We Want You To Join Our Church

As An

Ordained Minister
And Ha ve The Ra nk Of

Doctor of Divinity
We are a non-structured faith, undenominational,
wit'1 no traditional doctrine or dogma. Our fast
growing, church is actively seeking new ministers
whe. believe what we believe; All men are entitled
to their own convictions; To seek truth their own
way, whatever it may be, no questions asked. As a
minister of the church, you may:
1. Start your own church and apply for exemption from property and other taxes.
2. Perform marriages, baptism , funerals and
all other ministerial functions.
3. Enjoy reduced rates from some modes of
transportation, some theaters, stores, hotels,

etc.
4. Seek draft exemption as one of our working missionaries. We will tell you how.
Enclose a free will donation for the Minister's
credentials and license. We also is.sue Doctor of
Divinity Degrees. We are State Chartered and your
ordination is recognized in all 50 states and most
foreign countries. FREE LIFE CHURCHBOX 4039, HOLLYWOOD, FLORIDA 33023.
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Newark State College
Union, New Jersey

To:

Members of the College Community

From:

Dr. Nath~n Weiss

Date:

May 5, 1970

As you are well aware, stuuent& h~ve d~awu a petition
requesting that the College be closed to permit students
to participate in political activities related to the
War in Viet Nam c1nd the recent ex.t ension to C1tmbodi!l.
There is ample evidence of widespread support to this
student petition. Conscious of the dilemma facing the
College Community, students ?.nd faculty members have
recommended and I have concurred with the following:

!1

•

l

•

1.

Those students who feel th?t the imperative
the Cambodian crisis requires immedi~te,
personal involvement must negotiate with
individual professors to arrive at a mutually
.agreeable plan whereby the student will be
~ble to participate ~t this time without
penalty. On an individual basis, arrangements
can be made for assignment of final grades at
this point in the semester or other .alternatives
which will not penalize the student.

2.

Newark State College will rem~in open through
the conclusion of the Spring Semester to insure
that studePts, who wish to continue with the
:regul;,,r cl;,,ss progr~m, .will hP-ve this opportunity.

3.

Faculty members are er.couraged to participate
with students to insure moral support and expertise
?nd continuity of the educational p~ocess.
Deportment Chairmen are encouraged to assist the .
desires of the faculty members in the department ..

4.

A "Tec1ch-Out 11 scheduled for 10:00 a.m. Wednesd~y,
May 6 on the College Gref:1';<;, will initiate the
c1ctivi ties plcmned to permit a continuing
dialogue, as well ~s other activities, for the
remainder of the Spring Semester

of

I

•

}
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•
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When you look at the tragedy
of Kent State and then throw, on
top of that, catchy phrases like
"the right of Assembly" and "the
right to Dissent", you may begin
to wonder how far we actually
may be from Martial Law. Four
young students were not only
deprived of their right to dissent
but they were also deprived of
• their lives. True, of the four who
w e re among the the
demonstrat o r s ( and no t
spectators) they may have been
ca rrying to an extreme but was it
necessary for th e Natio nal G•Jard
to carry their action to an
extreme? What is more ex treme,
in fac t, than Death? You may

by Ken Wilson
Student s who are concerned

about po ssible facu lty retaliation
or punishment beca use of their
part in any activities should no te
carefully the full support that
President Weiss has given the
co nce pt of ac tion without
penalty : "the stud ent will be able
to participate at thi s time without
pena lt y.··
Any ,t ud ent who can not reach
an und ers tandin g with an
ind ivid ual facu lt y member should
immedia tely arrange to see th e
chai rman of th at department. If
he is not available, Dr . Weiss wi ll
have his staff availaple for as long
as necessary beginning Wedne sday
morning, May 6. to try to arrange
an equitab le agreemen t between
the student and the faculty
member.
Dr. Weiss has promised lo use
the maximum effort in his
capacity as President to see th at
no st uden ts are penalized for their
participation in any activi ty which
the stud ents fee l is a positive
reaction to the recent events in
Southeast Asia, and at Kent State
University.
A I t h o u g h n o s p e c i fi c·
alterna tives are being forma lized
at this time, it is hoped by the
admi njstration and stud ent s that
facu lty members will be willing to
work out mutally agreed upon
alternatives for the student.
An important id ea for all
stude nts to remember is that it is
not the grade which is of prime
importance, but that all students
are being encouraged , and wi ll
have many opportunities to
participate in an activity whi ch he
fee ls in his response · to the
sit uation in Cambodia and the
deaths of four students at Kent
State University.
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take the side that the National
Guardsmen fued into the crowd
in self-defense but to that I say
Murder by any other name .. .
It seems that the right to
dissent is something of value to
the dissentor but when someone
or something i s being
demonstrated against , that right
should be taken away. But disse nt
is important. But by the same
token , has Caesar Milhaus turned
his deaf ear to the youth of
America , the young men he takes
to fight the wars for him , the new
blood of th e Nation , the
celebrated leaders of tommorrow.
Th e young people are asking right
now if, for them, tomm orrow ever

will come. And they are shouting
into the deaf ears of the older
generation. They get some
response but how can one expect
a reaction from the Silent
Majority.
With a continuation of the
present chaos, will we become the
Muted Majority? Will there be a
rebirth of the Joe McCarthy Era?
Could we be penalized fo r
something we say in the near
future . You may sco ff and say it's
doubtful and that you don't
expect to see it. Fine. But I' ll bet
you didn 't ex pect the National
Guard to fire into the crowd of
students, either.
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The Students, · Faculty , and
Administration of Newark State College,
Union, N.J. in an attempt to show their
utter revulsion over the Cambodian invasion
and the brutal murders of fellow students,
announce the creation of a National College
Community. This coalition -will try to
channel any and .all individual protests into
one massive wall of dissent. It is our hope
that through this united effort the Nixon
administration will realize the extent of our
opposition and the power that lies behind it.
Through this community we will try to
protect our fellow members from the
brutality, both physical and spirtual, that is
constantly being carried by law enforcement
groups on anyone opposed to U.S. policies.
Colleges interested are urged to call us in the
Independent Office, area code
201-289-4550.
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The faculty of Newark State College,
Morally shocked and outraged by the
intensification of the War in Southeast Asia,
a betrayal of the earlier promises of the
Nixon Administration, and by the wanton
slaughter of four students at Kent State
University, wishes to express its abhorrence
of the conduct of our government and the
brutal disregard with which its laws are
administered.
We would be totally unfaithful to any
concept of humanism or the academic
tradition if we kept silent.
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